Welcome to the First Session of the 439th Public Auction

Rasdale Stamp Company

Please Note: Pre-Auction Bidding closes at 5:00 (CST). Our previous auction, November 2018 was the first all digital platform.
We encourage you to use our website to bid by using the pre-auction bidding process. This feature will close on February 15,
2019 at 5:00 pm (CST). Then on February 16th, and Sunday February 17th you are welcome to participate in the “Rasdale
Live Auction” feature. “Rasdale Live Auction” is a dynamic element which you will be able to bid against the floor while
the auction is taking place. You, other Internet bidders, and floor bidders will be able to compete on a single platform to buy
lots we are offering. You can bid in either or both aspects of the auction. All you need to do is register to bid prior to the
auction. It is strongly recommended you register as early as possible as last minute registration cannot be guaranteed. For
more information and a 10 minute tutorial on how to use these features, please contact Kim at 630.794.9900. In addition we
also offer a downloadable version of the auction as well.
Pre-Auction Bidding: Bids will be accepted by mail, fax, e-mail, or phone until 5:00 p.m., (CST) Friday, February 15th.
Rasdale Live Auction Bidding: Rasdale Live Auction Bidding takes place at 9:00 a.m. (CST) on Saturday, February 16th for Session
One and Sunday February 17thh for Session Two. Phone bidding is not availa
available.
Opening Bids:
Bids: Opening bids will be posted on our website, www.RasdaleStamps.com and uupdated until Friday February 15th.
Viewing of Lots: Lots will be available for viewing in our auction gallery at 35 Chestnut Ave. as follows;
Saturday February 9th, 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.; Monday-Friday February 11-15th; 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
The office will close from 12:00pm to 12:45pm (CST) everyday for lunch.
T
Questions Concerning Lots: If you have any questions regarding further information of any lot, please contact our office no sooner
than February 4th but no later than February 13th and we will be pleased to assist you. Requests for additional scans on any lots are
respectfully declined.
Auction Location: Rasdale Auction Gallery 37 Chestnut Ave. Westmont, IL 60559
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DESCRIPTIONS AND ABBREVIATIONS

Extremely Fine: highest quality in all respects. Very Fine: significantly better than normal. Fine: Perforations clear of design on 20th Century issues
but may cut slightly on 19th Century issues. Fair: off centered or lacking freshness. All defects specifically mentioned. Except where noted otherwise,
the values listed are the most recent Scott Catalog values. The “nh” premiums have been used, also the values listed for stamps without gum. Note
that accumulations of mixed condition can be expected to contain some items without gum and or faults.
() Unused without gum or regum when stated  o.g.  o.g., n.h. S.B. Suggested Bid
 Used  Block  Cover
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RASDALE STAMP COMPANY CONDITIONS OF SALE
Placing of any bid shall constitute full understanding and acceptance of all of the following conditions of sale:
All bids are per lot, as numbered in the catalogue. Bids may be submitted by mail, fax, phone, email, in person, or by an agent selected
by the buyer. Rasdale Stamp Company reserves the right to withdraw any lot prior to sale, to divide any lot or to group two or more lots
together into a new lot.
All bids are handled competitively and confidentially. Lots purchased for the highest bidder at a slight advance over the second highest
bid. Should any dispute arise between bidders, the decision of Rasdale Stamp Company as to the successful bidder; or the re-offering or
resale of the lot under dispute shall rest solely in the judgment of Rasdale Stamp Company. Rasdale Stamp Company shall regulate the
bidding and reserves the right to refuse any bid which Rasdale Stamp Company, in its sole discretion, believes to be made in bad faith.
“Buy” bids are only accepted with the understanding and acquiescence that Rasdale Stamp Company’s discretion is absolute. Any Buyer
who fails to accept these conditions shall have its bid declared null, void and of no effect.
Any party wishing to limit its purchases to a specified amount must indicate the desired total on the bidsheet. Amounts less than $200.00
are respectfully declined.
Successful bidders who: (i) are not prequalified, with references acceptable to Rasdale Stamp Company; (ii) who are not existing customers of Rasdale Stamp Company; or, (iii) whose account is in arrears shall make payment in full prior to delivery of the lots by Rasdale
Stamp Company. Mail bidders who are not existing customers of Rasdale Stamp Company will be timely notified of the amount of their
purchases. Rasdale Stamp Company reserves the right in its sole and absolute discretion to demand cash or cash equivalent at the time a
lot is knocked down to any bidder who has not previously established credit with Rasdale Stamp Company, or whose account is currently
in arrears. In the event any buyer refuses to pay cash for any lot at the time it is knocked down to him, Rasdale Stamp Company reserves
the right to re-offer the lot immediately for sale to the highest bidder.
If the lot(s) have not been paid within 21 days from the date of mailing of notice of the awarding of sale, then said lot sales may be declared in default; resold; and, any losses arising from such resale shall be charged to the party in default.
Auction floor Buyers; or their Agents bidding on the Auction floor, must pick up the lots within 7 calendar days of the auction.
All shipping costs will be charged to the buyer and will be shipped by a method requiring a signature upon delivery. Domestic shipments
will be made by certified mail, registered mail or UPS ground. Buyers of large lots without street addresses will be charged an additional
$5.00 per box handling fee. International shipments will be made by registered mail (for total value of up to $400), USPS Express Mail (for
total value of $401 to $2,500), or UPS services for shipments in excess of $2,500.00. International buyers are responsible for any customs
or brokerage fees as well as any taxes (i.e., VAT, PST/GST). Any questions regarding shipping or costs must be addressed prior to bidding.
A late charge of 2% per month will be charged to all past due accounts of over 30 days from the invoice date. All attorneys fees, court
costs, and other collection costs incurred by Rasdale Stamp Company in respect to overdue accounts will be payable by the buyer. All
parties agree that the laws of Illinois shall govern all transactions, with venue and jurisdiction residing in the courts of DuPage County,
Illinois for any suit initiated by or against Rasdale Stamp Company by reason of any auction. The laws of Illinois shall prevail over all
matters and not as a venue for Conflict of Laws to or for any other state. All auction offers shall be offers advanced solely for execution in
the State of Illinois. The provision for late charges shall be void in any state where this provision is unlawful.
A 16% premium will be added to the Hammer Price as part of the total purchase price. Checks drawn on foreign banks are not accepted.
Illinois sales tax of 7.50% will be collected on the total purchase price of all Illinois residents unless the buyer has a Certificate of Resale
on file with Rasdale Stamp Company. All customs and or duties are the responsibility of the buyer.
All lots are sold as genuine. Lots accompanied by a valid Expert Certificate issued within 5 years prior to the auction date shall not be
subject to re-certification.
The following conditions apply to requests for Expertization:
The lot must be paid for in full including 16% premium and forwarding costs, if any;
The lot must be submitted by Rasdale Stamp Company or the bidder to an Expertizing Committee acceptable to Rasdale Stamp Company
within 21 days of the date of sale;
If submitted to the Expertizing Committee by the successful bidder, a copy of the application form shall be simultaneously forwarded to
Rasdale Stamp Company;
Lots containing more than one stamp may not be placed on extention.
If the Expertizing review is not completed and the results provided to Rasdale Stamp Company within 90 Calendar Days of the auction
date, then Buyer shall notify Rasdale Stamp Company of the delay prior to the expiration of the 90-day period. Since all lot sales are normally cleared within 90 days, if Buyer fails to inform Rasdale Stamp Company of the delay, then Rasdale Stamp Company may consider
the purchase final and distribute the sale proceeds to the Seller as a Buyer acceptance of the tendered lots. Absent timely notice and request
for additional time being received by Rasdale Stamp Company, in writing, prior to the 90 days clearance, this transaction may be deemed
closed and final by Rasdale Stamp Company with Seller acceptance without objection, and with waiver of default or any claim for refund
from the Buyer or Rasdale Stamp Company.
Expertization costs shall be incurred by the buyer. However, should an adverse opinion be rendered on Authentication, but not due to condition and or grading, then Rasdale Stamp Company will forward an immediate refund of: (i) the cost of the certificate, which shall not to
exceed $50.00; (ii) the full purchase price; and (iii) the commission, provided the lot is timely returned to Rasdale Stamp Company in the
same condition as when purchased.
No lot can be returned in any circumstance due to “grading” since it is highly subjective.
A lot, in which the description is incorrect, is returnable within 5 days of receipt and must be received by the Rasdale Stamp Company
within 21 days from the date of the auction. Provided, however, lots cannot be returned under the following conditions: 1) the lot contains
10 or more stamps; 2) there is mention of faults, defects, or “condition mixed” in the listing description; or, 3) the lot was inspected by
the buyer or the buyer’s authorized agent prior to bid or purchase. Lots described “as is” are not returnable under any circumstances. All
disputed lots must be returned intact, and in the condition received by the buyer. Collections, accumulations etc., are not returnable under
any circumstances.
Title shall not pass to the buyer until Rasdale Stamp Company has received full payment. Full payment is defined as cash or cash equivalent receipt of sale proceeds by Rasdale Stamp Company. Delays may accrue due to credit card fee transfers, check deposit subject to collection and the like. Receipt of a non-certified funds check shall not be construed as payment until funds are fully vested in Rasdale Stamp
Company.
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New never used Tarifold Display stand (Subway Stamp Shop #ATX03 rotary stand with 50 plastic pages). Complete. Lists for
$354.50 before shipping. Many uses. Relatively heavy. Office pick up suggested
suggested.
Catalog 325.00
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Three cartons of gently used and unused supplies consisting of binders, stockbooks, pages, light etc. Useful offering. S.B. 100.00
Medium 14 x 12 x 8 carton of mainly unopened Showgard mounts. Useful tool for resale or mounting your stamps. S.B. 70.00
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Two cartons of roughly ten mostly United States “like” new and gently used albums. Includes a neat moderately used Scott “brownie”
19th Century album.
S.B. 50.00
Small carton of leftover supplies from a small consignment. Highlights include: most of a box of new 102 size cards, a full box of
new, clean, number 3 glassine envelopes, and two APS mailing boxes partially filled with never used APS circuit books.
S.B. 0.00
All the supplies from a large important Wisconsin consignment filling three heavy cartons. Includes: unused boxes of glassines,
a couple hundred 107 cards, two 22 ring binders for FDCs with pages, a complete Harris US album in two volumes with supplements
to 3013, White Ace supplements and topical pages, small binders of small sized manila stockpages, and anything else he had laying
around while cleaning out the stamp room.
S.B. 0.00
Dealer’s philatelic library in four cartons having an estimated weight of 200 pounds. Contains mainly United States hard, soft spiral
and bound books and some pamphlets with a range of interesting information. Knowledge is king and winning this lot could be a
crowning event
S.B. 100.00
British Royalty mainly different hard cover picture books in two heavy cartons having an approximate weight of 100 pounds.
Roughly fifty books consisting of four Queen Victoria from 1898 (Diamond Jubilee) to 1901, thirty-five from Queen Elizabeth II from
the 1953 Coronation, 1953-54 Royal Visit and Royal Years throughout the 1950s, six for George VI, and two for George V. All are period
published mostly in Great Britain Many are first editions and have tons of interesting period pictures. Also includes six contemporary
Royal books From the library of a Royalty collector who is downsizing his holdings.
S.B. 100.00
Nine US hardly used reference books consists of six soft covers and three hard cover set of Brookman from 1989. Includes two large
stockbooks still in cello. Coming along for the ride is a binder of British Oceania mixed common mint and used stamps on albums pages
and a neat folder of Edward VII British stamps and some covers nicely presented.
S.B. 50.00
Numismatic hard and soft cover reference books for US tokens, foreign coins and paper money in one heavy carton. Over forty items
including Illinois tokens, Civil War tokens, So Called Dollars, Breton catalog for Canadian tokens both 1894 original and 1983 reprint,
Canada Carleton catalogs from the 1960-67 etc. Direct from the consignor’s library.
S.B. 50.00
Lot of Machine Cancel magazines 1981 to 2017 and USCS logs 1960 to 2000. Probably complete but not checked. It has a musty
smell so freshening up would be helpful.
S.B. 50.00

COINS AND CURRENCY
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United States coin accumulation consisting of sixty-three Morgan, Peace Silver Dollars ranging in condition from culls, some having
rim bumps to average circulated condition and $30.00 face 90% silver dimes, quarters, and halves. Coming along for the ride are nine
proof sets from 1968 to 1985.
S.B. 1000.00
Official Commemorative Medallion of the 41st International Eucharistic Congress, 24 karat gold proof struck by the Franklin
Mint. Issued on August 1, 1976 in its original Vatican FDC and wallet. Medallion weights 21 grams.
S.B. 800.00
United States 1921 Peace Dollar and 1938-D Walker Liberty Half Dollar both in circulated condition.
S.B. 100.00
Collection of roughly sixty circulated to uncirculated Ukraine bank notes from around 1920 to 1990s on “magnetic” scrap book
pages. Coming along for the ride are mostly United States postal stationery and several hundred miscellaneous common US and worldwide covers including Space from the 1960s to 1970s.
S.B. 200.00

POSTAGE
Lots 16-27 are from the Gulf Coast stock. A brief description of what is contained within the group. The face is accurate and
was counted in October 2018 so the Forever stamps are a light count due to the rate change of 2019.
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

United States

25¢ to 44¢ values, also includes “Forever” issues ($1680 face of the $8700 total). Vast majority are full sheets and some higher values
spotted.
Face 8700.00

Sheets and singles (653//3378)
Face 5660.00

Mint sheets and some booklets. Mainly 22¢ to 37¢ values.
Face 5000.00

Sheets and singles (3379//4386)
Face 4700.00

Sheets and singles (3137//4940) Includes airmails and BOB (only valid postage is counted). $2250 of the $4075 total of the face is in
“Forever” values.
Face 4075.00

Booklets (BK86//BK306)
Face 3990.00

PNC’s (1891, 2280, 2606) plus backup of others, permit issues not counted.
Face 3690.00

Back up stock (597//4460), also PNC’s and airmails.
Face 3520.00

Mainly PNC coils with some better ($2000 fv) plus 25¢ to 32¢ plate blocks and booklets ($640).
Face 2640.00
PAGE 3
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Contemporary to modern plate block stock housed in five sales boxes. Neatly organized by Scott number. Pen, pencil, paper, and
patience a must to figure this one out.
S.B. 1900.00
Contemporary to modern mint stock from Scott # 632 to “Forever” issues in single, block, plate strip, booklet pane, and souvenir
sheet form. Face from a reliable source is $4250 of which $730 is in “Forever” issues.
S.B. 1700.00
Scrap, scrap, and more scrap. Plus some “Forever” and Semi-Postal sheets to ease the pain. A gamblers lot if there ever was one.
S.B. 1500.00
A tiny patch of postage. Includes sheets, plate blocks, booklets, booklet panes, and scrap. Some old and some new. A snap to figure.
S.B. 300.00
A solid postage lot of mostly United States sheets, plate blocks, other blocks and singles with a bit of United Nations thrown in for
a bonus housed in two heavy cartons. Mostly 1970’s and earlier. Unfortunately a vast majority is stuck down. However there is some
not stuck and it will be the bravest bidder to find out how much.
S.B. 50.00
Small carton with an enormous amount of current face spread out in 10 sheet files. A preponderance of 41 cents through forever
commemorative self stick stamps makes this lot uncommon in today’s market. Goes back into a handful of 8 centers, but nearly half of
the face of the lot is 40 cents and up. Huge Brookman catalog according to the owner. Our quick count is probably close unless they
raise the first class rate in the meantime.
Face 4820.00
Carefully counted postage from the “Hawk Eye” estate filling one large carton. Over $1,557.00 face in sheets some loose in the
bottom of a pizza sized box along with two extra large sheet files with the lower face value sheets. Ranges from a pile of 3 cent sheets
to 39 centers. Also includes plate blocks, plate strips and scrap in a second pizza sized box. While two other pizza sized boxes are
fully packed with uncounted but useable scrap. The fully counted useable face is over $3,420.00 while the uncounted should bring the
total up substantially. Plenty of duplication. Clean, ready to use, perfect for the modern collector and discount postage user alike.
Face 3600.00
Carefully counted postage from the “Hawk Eye” estate filling one large carton. Over $1,930.00 face in sheets directly from the
procurement center still in their Government packing, $748.00 in a sheet file, and around $525.00 in a pizza sized box. Giving this one
carton postage bonanza a face value of just over $3,200.00. Sheets stretch from a few 20 centers to a few “forevers” with the bulk of
the value 32 cents through 44 cents. Just a little duplication. Clean, ready to use, perfect for the sheet collector and discount postage
user alike.
Face 3200.00

Great Britain

Around 120 modern England booklets. Some premium. Many First and Second Class booklets of ten. Huge face. Mainly all different. Count the face; a bargain at the suggested bid.
S.B. 220.00

Over 250 Royal Mail Presentation Packs from the 1970s to the 1990s mostly two of each issue.
S.B. 150.00

MISCELLANEOUS COLLECTABLES
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Astronauts and Space related group of seventeen items from a large personal autograph collection. From the famous (Alan
Shepard on an Apollo 14 NASA photo) to the obscure (STS -75 Andrew Allen) with most all on Government photos. Includes mainly
signed pictures, all of which have webphotos. Interesting and historic.
S.B. 500.00
Entertainment related group of just over one hundred-fifty vintage items from a large personal autograph collection. From the
famous in the 1980s to the obscure with a few with COAs. Many are personalized to the former collector “Donald”. Includes cards.
covers, pictures, etc.. Interesting and eclectic. Includes several of our favorites: Otis Campbell, William Shatner, and Boss Hogg, among
many others.
S.B. 325.00
Sports related group of just over fifty items from a large personal autograph collection. From the famous to the obscure with just
a couple with COAs. Includes cards. covers, pictures, etc.. Interesting and eclectic.
S.B. 300.00
Political figures related group of just over fifty items from a large personal autograph collection. From the famous to the obscure
without any COAs. Includes cards. covers, signed letters, pictures, etc.. Interesting and eclectic.
S.B. 250.00
Astronaut: Alan B. Shepard Jr. on an official NASA photo. As is, no COA.
S.B. 200.00
Ronald Reagan and Nancy Reagan combination on a clean crisp 1985 Inauguration cover (1/21/1985). Scarce First Lady President
combination. Huge Brookman catalog value.
S.B. 150.00
Another Ronald Reagan and Nancy Reagan combination on a clean crisp 1985 Inauguration cover (1/21/1985). Scarce First Lady,
President dual combination. Huge Brookman catalog value.
S.B. 150.00
Franklin D. Roosevelt as Governor of New York (December 28, 1931) on a personal letter inviting Tampa Mayor and Newspaper
Mogul, D. B. McKay to visit him in Warm Springs in April of 1932. Scarce on a personal letter that gives a hint of his Presidential
aspirations strategy. Historical.
S.B. 150.00
Yankee greats: Yogi Berra and Casey Stengel on a HF Baseball FDC (June 12, 1939). Cover is clean, but a little toned.
S.B. 100.00
Astronaut: Alan B. Shepard Jr. on a Jordan space related FDC (5/5/1964). Cover is clean, but a little toned. Nice clear signature.
S.B. 100.00
King Hussein of Jordan on a clean small size Numismatic Religious FDC (December 5, 1968). Cover is clean, but a little soiled.
Signature is clear.
S.B. 100.00
Two Harry Truman former President pieces. One on a thank you card for his 83rd birthday acknowledgement (5/31/1967) and the
other on a Lyndon Johnson Inauguration Day cover from 1965 signed on (3/5/68).
S.B. 90.00
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Two, First Lady, Grace Coolidge, free frank covers from the 1930s.
S.B. 80.00
First Lady Mamie Eisenhower autographed card for her project to renovate “Historic Gettysburg”.
S.B. 70.00
Gale Sayers autograph Hall of Fame 77 on a clean Ron Lewis “limited edition 1717/2500” 8 1/2 by 11 inch football card. This is
much more scarce as a single than the much more common “four stars” card.
S.B. 50.00
Sports greats: Ted Williams on a 1983 Babe Ruth FDC. Plus Red Grange, Bart Star, and Johnny Unitas on a 1988 Knute Rockne
FDC. Both are clean, clear, and appear to be authentic.
S.B. 40.00
Ernie Banks autographed baseball in desk top presentation holder. Personalized to “Paula, Love, 1981”.
S.B. 40.00

About twenty baskets of various sizes running from contemporary to older. Spotted several having older China labels. Also appears
several have been repaired which does not take away the displayable. Office Pick up Only.
S.B. 90.00
Fatso stockbook of over 900 Bazooka Joe & Co Comic gum wrappers having heavy duplication. We do not have any idea of age
but still an unusual offering just waiting to go home with you.
S.B. 40.00
Seventeen different Miller High Life beer mugs which have been on display in a man cave. Consists of complete five Great American Achievements from 1986-1990, four Birth of America 1991-1994, and five Ducks Unlimited 1995-1999. Also comprise two 1973
6” Christmas and one 7” 1977 mugs. All have no chips or cracks and would display nicely in a new man cave, Office Pick up Only.
S.B. 120.00
Fourteen bicycle parts in one carton. Includes two rear fenders from Schwinn and the other Switzerland, Speedometer from Huret
(France), large front mounted basket, reflectors, rear view mirror etc. Gots to find a new owner.
S.B. 50.00
Various themed collectible Christmas ornaments group of 78 different. Themes include: Dr. Seuss, Marilyn Monroe, Gone With the
Wind, Kiddie Car Classics, Mother Goose, Lionel Trains, Crayola, Lego, and several others. Displayed. Mainly in Hallmark Keepsake
original boxes. Mostly 1993-2004. Good eBay sellers.
S.B. 250.00
Star Wars themed collectible Christmas ornaments group of seventeen different. Mainly 1996-2015. Good eBay sellers.
S.B. 170.00
Star Trek themed collectible Christmas ornaments group of 14 different. Displayed. Mainly in original boxes. Mostly 1995-1999.
Good eBay sellers.
S.B. 140.00
Barbie Doll themed collectible Christmas ornaments group of 31 different (no Ken). Displayed. Mainly in Hallmark Keepsake in
original boxes. Mostly 1993-2004. Good eBay sellers.
S.B. 120.00
Beautiful crystal Orrefors Christmas tree ornaments. All are dated and hand made in Sweden. A good run of 14 different 19841996 (no 1986 1995 without original box). All are good eBay sellers. Beautiful.
S.B. 100.00
Collectible Christmas ornaments group of ten International Santa. Displayed. Stored in original boxes.
S.B. 40.00
Four complete albums of German vintage pre WWII cigarette cards. All concern military. One is lightly damaged from old
scrapbook mountings, but the cards are complete, intact and fine. Three are mostly uniforms and flags, but the fourth is “Building a
war machine” with lots of historic significance. See the web photos.
S.B. 200.00
Colombian Exposition selection in a binder. Incorporates around sixty items nicely presented on pages. About half are mint tickets
including Manhattan, Chicago Day having stubs, Children’s Special, Handel, Columbus, Indian Chief, Washington, Lincoln, and Franklin
appearing to be at least one complete set. The remaining 50% consists of postal cards having several seeming to have been cut short,
commercial covers, and unused postal stationery envelope. A well-rounded offering.
S.B. 450.00
One banker box comprising a selection of fascinating United States ephemera roughly from the 1860s to the 1930s. Includes three
magnetic scrap books and loose old checks and documents with and without revenue stamps including some from Nebo, Illinois, a
salesman’s sample book, stock corticates, and miscellany. A thoroughly fun, historical lot ready for research.
S.B. 200.00
Fascinating ephemera in one large carton. Includes political, patriotic, and advertising having a Ohio slant. Of interest are two 1968
used campaign posters for George Wallace and Richard Nixon, three Columbian Exposition unused tickets, a circulated 1917 US one
dollar currency, and WW II items. A money maker if you have a pulse on the market.
S.B. 100.00
Three large Evanston, Illinois Improvement Bonds and Coupon Paid books from roughly 1913 to the 1930s as found. Books are
14” X 18” X 4 ½” weighting around a total of sixty pounds. Office Pickup Up preferred but please ask for shipping costs as there will
be an extra surcharge.
S.B. 90.00
Over ten documents mostly from 1747-48. Hard to read and to calculate the purpose of these documents possibly from a law ledger or
to figure out what makes an intact one. Documents have tears, some are severe as well as age and storage difficulties. Still interesting,
historical items and well worth your attention.
S.B. 60.00
Five 19th Century photo albums having carte de visite and tin types. Spotted a neat early Portland, Oregon album from the late
1860s. Useful for historical information, research, or instant ancestors Offered appropriately.
S.B. 50.00
Assortment of loose 19th Century to early 20th Century carte de visite and cabinet photographs. Plenty of fascinating items
which would provide hours of entertainment sorting and researching. Could be a money maker if they can found the right market.
S.B. 50.00
Around twenty old newspapers and magazines from roughly 1906 to the 1990s (reprints) in one carton. Some have a French flavor
including Paris Soir, Le Monde, La Presse de Montreal, Air France Review, Paris Match, etc. Also includes Oregon Journal 1906 for
the San Francisco Earthquake. Fantastique
S.B. 30.00
Department 56 “Snow Bunnies” collection of 17 different all in box. Displayed at one time. Various sizes. Clean and carefully
handled. A few appear to be retired. Great Easter display gift in two cartons. No real Aspen “Snow Bunnies” like we met in the 1970’s,
just cute kids in Bunny suits cavorting in the snow. OFFICE PICKUP SUGGESTED.
S.B. 170.00
Department 56 “Snow babies” collection of 14 different all in box. Displayed at one time. Clean and carefully handled. A few appear to be retired. Great Holiday display gift in three cartons. OFFICE PICKUP SUGGESTED.
S.B. 140.00
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Six highly collectible Lladro pieces from the early 1990s. Includes: 1991 Bell set (Winter, Summer, Spring x 2). In original boxes.
Some have clapper problems (unattached 1993, missing 1991 Summer). Best is the Christmas Morning set of three in perfect displayed
condition.
S.B. 100.00
A couple dozen newspapers from after 1960 to past the millennium. All have political or sports significances. Good eBay or flea
market items.
S.B. 20.00
Framed rocket photograph surrounded by dozens of autographs. This was a gift to a retiring engineer in the early 1970’s and the
autographs are his coworkers.
S.B. 100.00
Two reprinted zeppelin posters circa 1970’s. The larger one has some mold issues. Office Pick up Only.
S.B. 50.00
Huge Shell collection put together by a kindly couple of world travelers. From tiny and ornate up through two large conch shells.
Two large packed cartons. Many beautiful specimens for only the best made it into storage. A wealth of knowledge and thousands of
shells built this beautiful group that needs a new caretaker to continue the conservation and appreciation. Shipping surcharge for fragile
items apply; call for a quote.
S.B. 200.00
14K 85 grams GT hallmarked snuff box. Appears to be from the 19th Century and of European origin. Condition well used, a few
minor dents and two indiscreet test marks. Still an outstanding, historical items not seen often.
S.B. 2000.00
A 1927 Samurai sword from the Osaka foreign language school. Brought to the U.S. just after the war by a captain that resided in
Yorkville Il. His later years. The bakelite on the scabbard is damaged otherwise very nice.
S.B. 200.00
Lots 80-93 are all collectible toys and scale models from a “first childhood to second” collection and stock of a celebrated North
Suburban Chicago gentleman. Toys are his passion and he feels as if it is time to let others enjoy the fruits of his many years of
searching, rescuing, conserving, and restoring hard copies of our childhood memories. These toys and adult model projects range
in age from 20 to over 50 years old many in top condition or expertly restored. Many are special limited edition with many MIB
pieces. Most are difficult to acquire and are very salable in the secondary market. These are offered here in relatively large lots
at low reserves for collectors, wholesalers, and internet retailers to have an opportunity to enjoy, own, and redistribute these
artifacts of our past. Extensive web photos are a help, but first-hand viewing should be considered.
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Group of around fifty small scale toy construction vehicles and cars. Many, but not all MIB. Various manufacturers: Smart
Toy,Norscot, Matchbox, Corgi, etc.. Even includes a few vintage classic cars. Most are shown in the webphotos.
S.B. 450.00
Group of over 25 toys all related to the circus. The vast majority are Corgi toys related to the Chipperfields Circus. Many rare pieces,
a couple of which are MIB. A giraffe, some tigers, and an elephant are featured. English production and quality. Even though many
have been lovingly handled by children, condition is better than most. Tremendous internet potential at our estimate. For the serious
collector.
S.B. 400.00
Model kits of various scales, shapes, and sizes in a group of 26 different. Mostly unopened and mint in box. Some are vintage.
Some have die cast parts. Revell, Monogram, Testors, and other manufacturers. Will be good internet sellers.
S.B. 270.00
Group of 38 tin cars and other vehicles in four cartons. All large size between 5 inches 19 inches. A mixture of Japan and China
manufacture with some being described as “hand made” . All are in in played with, but displayable condition. Various manufacturers.
A bunch have been expertly restored. Much better than what we have seen in the local antique stores. The two “aeroplanes” and sailing
ship along with the 10 inch pink Thunderbird are our favorites. Would make a great rotating “interest wall” display in an office or man
cave. See the webphotos.
S.B. 250.00
Group of 18 die cast cars mainly 1/18 scale in four cartons. 14 are MIB with the four composite ones (two 1931 Ford Pick-ups) in
played with condition. Various manufacturers. Plenty of history here with: an Edsel, Volkswagen Bug, 1955 and 1956 Thunderbirds,
and a red Ferrari. Displayable car enthusiast fun.
S.B. 160.00
Another group of 18 die cast cars mainly 1/18, 1/24, 1/34 scale in two cartons. All but 3 in played with condition. Various manufacturers. Some harder to find ones here with: a Lupin Sportster, 1959 Cadillac, Dodge Viper, and a First Gear 2006 Mack Truck with
crane. Displayable. In well taken care of condition.
S.B. 160.00
Group of around 35 mainly die cast airplanes of various sizes and conditions. A few are MIB, but most are in played with and in some
cases lovingly restored. Many are display quality and/or heavy duty toys. Most if not all show in the webphotos.
S.B. 140.00
Group of over 35 die cast cars mainly smaller scale in two cartons. Most are MIB or MOC with five or so loose in played with
condition. Various manufacturers and scales. Lots of fun in the 1951 Chevy Pick-up and the 1959 Cadillac Low Rider Coupe (Jada).
Plenty more all displayable or easy eBay sellers.
S.B. 140.00
Group of 11 die cast cars all 1/18 scale in four cartons. All are MIB. Various manufacturers. Plenty more history here with: a 1949
Buick, 1948 Tucker sedan, 1957 and 1967 Corvettes, and three different color 1957 Chevy Bel Air. Displayable car enthusiast fun.
S.B. 120.00
Group of 18 collectible airplanes and motorcycles (3). Around half are MIB mostly in played with condition. Various manufacturers.
Diecast and plastic. Plenty of history here with: an Army Indian motorcycle, P36 Fighter, Stearman biplane, and six Bachmann mini
planes. Webphotos help.
S.B. 120.00
Group of over 25 different HO model railroad related items. Mainly Bachmann and Tyco products. From track, transformers, and
scenery to a pair of locomotives. Ready for display. High replacement value.
S.B. 100.00
Five toy boats all loose in played with and/or expertly restored condition. The smallest the China Wood Rowboat is 10 inches in length.
The Steam Ship Britannia (China tin) is our favorite. All are pictured in the web photos. Fragile office pick up recommended.
S.B. 100.00
Group of 9 cast iron cars along with a group of 12 plastic cars. Most if not all of the cast iron are reproductions (maybe one is
original). Two of the plastic cars are MIB. The webphotos help tell the whole story.
S.B. 80.00
Tasco 1200x microscope kit with case. Seems to missing only the slides. Includes the photographic optional addition. Has a sharp
scalpel and other small glass pieces, so could not, and should not be used without adult supervision. Works good for what it is.
S.B. 30.00
Twelve different mint souvenir cards from the 1876 Centennial. Good, interesting historical selection.
S.B. 50.00

POSTCARDS
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United States

Astonishing postcard assortment mostly from the Golden Age and Linen eras in a file drawer. Roughly 800 cards having topicals
comprising Memorial Day, July 4th, Thanksgiving, Christmas (no Santas), Lovers/Women, Military, Naval both with some foreign,
Aircraft Related, Animals, Birds, and miscellaneous. Existing in above average condition nicely organized, sleeved, and priced. Viewing
recommended to entirely appreciate. An internet entrepreneur dream come true.
S.B. 1100.00

Extraordinary postcard selection mostly from the Golden Age and Linen eras in a file drawer. About 800 cards having topicals
consisting of Fantasy/Novelty, Fish, New Year’s Day, Washington/Lincoln, Valentine’s Day, Birthday, St. Patrick’s Day, Easter, and
Theatre/Actors and Singers. In above average condition nicely organized, sleeved, and priced. Inspection recommended to fully appreciate these neat cards. A must for the internet entrepreneur.
S.B. 950.00

Outstanding postcard selection mostly from the Golden Age and Linen eras in a file drawer. Approximately 900 cards from the
Midwest, Mid-Atlantic, West, Southeast, Southwest, Roadside, and West Point. Contains buildings, street scenes etc. Cards are in above
average condition nicely organized, sleeved (except West Point), and priced. Arranged to sell at a percentage. Must be viewed to come
up with the right number.
S.B. 900.00

Out of this world postcard selection from the Golden Age, Linen, and Chrome eras in a half-size file drawer. Approximately 500
mainly US but also some foreign cards having topicals consisting of Political, Patriotic, Railroads, Trains, Religious, Passion Play, Sports
Related, Streamers, and Ocean Liners. In above average condition nicely organized, sleeved, and priced. Inspection recommended to
totally appreciate. A collector’s vision come true.
S.B. 800.00

Joyous load of Christmas cheer packed into a Santa Claus picture postcard collection formed a long while ago when Santa cards
were not so elusive. Over 400 different in better than usually found condition stored for viewing in medium duty post card sleeves
by an original collector. Huge capital outlay with reasonable retail on each. These have not been for sale as a group and include: red
suited and robed Santas, Santas in all sorts of vehicles, Santas in every conceivable color of garment, short elf like, big fat and jolly,
industrious building toys, carrying heavy packages, embossed, and even a couple hold to the light. Most (over 98%) are golden Age
1899-1914. Huge replacement retail. An amazing group you will be proud to own.
S.B. 800.00

Remarkable postcard selection mainly from the Golden Age and Linen eras in a file drawer. Around 600 cards having topicals
involving Artist signed, Blacks, Children, Comics, Cowboys, Fire Disasters, and US Expositions mainly 1939, 1964 New York’s World
Fair. In above average condition nicely organized, sleeved, and priced. Arranged for internet sales or integration into an existing card
stock. Must be viewed to fully appreciate.
S.B. 600.00

Horrifyingly pleasing group of over 80 different, elusive Halloween picture postcards from the personal collection of an oldtime
well known postcard dealer. Wide range of production sources. Outstanding condition with most corners sharp, clear colors, and safely
sleeved. Generally lacking the faults that plague these collectibles. High retail, because of condition, with around 25% shown in the
web photos. Perfect for your “Golden Age” postcard collection.
S.B. 450.00

Amazing group of ten different, elusive S. Langsdorf “Alligator Border” picture postcards from the personal collection of an oldtime postcard dealer. Outstanding condition with most corners sharp, clear colors, apparent embossing, and even the four period used
ones lacking the faults that plague these collectibles. High retail, with all shown in the web photos. Perfect for your Florida “Golden
Age” collection.
S.B. 325.00

Owner’s count of 1,400 Holiday postcards both unused and postally used mainly from the Golden Age in two storage boxes in
one large carton. Includes Halloween, numerous Santa, and many better cards. A fascinating selection.
S.B. 300.00

Wonderful group of 48 mostly different, elusive “Hold to the Light” picture postcards from the personal collection of an oldtime
well known postcard dealer. Better than usual condition with sharp corners, clear colors, long term storage in sleeves the norm. A few
rounded corners and other small faults. High retail, with over 25% shown in the web photos. Perfect for your “Golden Age” collection
or stock.
S.B. 250.00

Tremendous World’s Fair Exposition postcard assortment from 1901 to 1935 in a medium pizza-size box. About 160 cards from
Buffalo, St. Louis, Hudson-Fulton, Alaska-Yukon, Jamestown, Pan Pacific, Sesquicentennial, and San Diego as well as a small holding
of worldwide from Paris, London, and Canadian National. In above average condition nicely sleeved and priced. Good variety of mainly
unused cards having many interesting.
S.B. 250.00

Vintage Romance and Humor topical both unused and postally used postcards having an owner’s count of 500 from the Golden
Age in a small box. Ready for scanning and selling.
S.B. 100.00

Century of Progress postcard assortment in a cigar box. Roughly fifty cards having a super variety in above average condition nicely
organized, sleeved, and priced. Century of Progress collectors please take note; this lot may be for you.
S.B. 50.00
United States and General Foreign

Pioneer air related group of just 46 different items from a large personal picture postcard collection. From France, Germany, and
the US with a handful of Chicago 1911 Air Fair. Mainly 1906-1915 with more than the usual historical cards. Need to be viewed as the
condition is much better than usually seen.
S.B. 200.00

Roughly 100+ nudes and risqué postcards from the 1920s to the 1960s. You must be 21 years old or older to view this lot. Marvelous.
S.B. 100.00
General Foreign

Awesome worldwide postcard assortment mainly from the Golden Age and Linen eras in a file drawer. Roughly 900 cards from
Canada, Great Britain, Europe, Japan, Central and South America. Cards are in above average condition nicely organized, sleeved, and
priced. Inspection recommended to fully appreciate.
S.B. 900.00

Owner’s count of 575 sleeved Artist signed postcards mainly from the Golden Age in a storage box. Some artists include Wellman,
Tilgmann, Spurgin, Richardson, Phyllis Cooper, Bob Wilkin etc. Contains both postally used and unused and mainly manufactured in
Great Britain. A potpourri of artists greets the viewer.
S.B. 850.00

RASDALE STAMP COMPANY
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Miscellaneous Golden Age, linen, and chrome postcards in one large carton. Owner’s hand count of 4,500 in four long boxes
Spotted Canada and Western Europe to name just a few. A money marker at our suggested bid; well worth your time to view.
S.B. 550.00
Golden Age postcards one large carton. Owner’s hand count of 3,400 worldwide and 1,200 Germany in four long boxes. An eclectic
selection which will be fun to sort and to travel the world during a bygone era.
S.B. 550.00
Phenomenal postcard selection from roughly 1900 to 1936 in a medium pizza-size box. Around 120 “better” postally used, unused
cards from Hong Kong, Malaya, Ceylon, Japan, French Indochina, Japan, Russia, Turkey plus miscellaneous. Includes two neat Spanish
Civil War unused cards. In above average condition nicely sleeved and priced in black four pocket pages. Good variety having some
not often seen material ready for internet sales. Missing viewing this lot may make you sad.
S.B. 500.00
Vintage Tuck accumulation of approximately 2,250 Oilettes, Artist signed (about 75), and Holidays in three storage boxes in one
large carton. Includes several complete sets and a Carver Tuck Guide. Amassed over years of collecting by the owner. A terrific Tuck
holding.
S.B. 450.00

German Areas

Third Reich era picture postcards. Hitler and his cronies with an occasional “better”. No sleeper propaganda cards in this one hundred
card group, but a few occupations to pique ones interest. Have a look.
S.B. 250.00
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Impressive postcard assortment from the Golden Age. Around 80 Artist Signed and Unsigned mainly worldwide having an interesting variety. Includes Boileau, Harrison Fisher, Maud Goodman, Kirchner, etc. In above average condition nicely sleeved and priced.
Ready to sell at a percentage of marked price. Go for it.
S.B. 850.00
Worldwide real photo postcards two large cartons. Owner’s hand count of 6,000 in six long boxes of one thousand each. Spotted
Canada, Great Britain and Continental Europe. Appears to run from the early 1900s through the 1960s. Travel the world without leaving
the comfort of your home. Recommended inspection.
S.B. 750.00
Art mainly worldwide postcards in three large cartons. Owner’s hand count of 10,250 card in ten long boxes. Of which 2,000 are
continental size and the rest are standard size. Appears to run from the early 1900s through the 1980s. An art lover or teacher dream
come true.
S.B. 600.00

Around four hundred pre WW2 cards with a few duplicates. Primarily Taisho and Showa enthronement and military. Includes
real photos plus various artistic types. Some are quite colorful, all look to be unused other than some with commemorative cancels.
S.B. 800.00
Vintage and Military mostly unused postcards having an owner’s count of 375 roughly from the early 1900s to the 1930s. A
snapshot of early 20th Century Japan from their perspective. A neat lot.
S.B. 750.00

Netherlands

Mostly Dutch Royalty unused postcards intact selection that was taken out of the original tattered 1908 album and placed into
sleeves and a binder by the owner. Around 100 mainly different cards making this an unusual Dutch treat worthy of your attention.
S.B. 100.00

UNITED STATES COLLECTIONS, ACCUMULATIONS, AND STOCKS
123

/

An eye opening mint and used 19th and 20th century front and back of the book. This surprising assembly is mounted in a threeScott’s
Minuteman albums. Well populated throughout the 1851-1869 issues, Banknotes, early commemoratives, Washington-Franklins, 1920’s
through the mid-1990’s. Also includes nicely rounded Airmails, Special Deliveries, Parcel Posts, Shanghai’s, Confederate States, etc.
Some issues are accompanied with certificates. Examples are used #10 PSE (82188), used #21 PSE (121193), mint #26 PSE (76426),
mint #37 PSE (12196), mint #38 PSE (1044508), used 64b PFC (244971), used 79 PFC (258094), used 121 APS (244971), mint 220c
PFC (376531), mint 283 APS (165624), mint 276 PFC (431639), mint PFC (61150), mint 232 PSE (79368), mint 240 PSE (1151804),
Weiss (724520), mint 249 PSE (128077), mint 460 Weiss (2009/460/15), mint 477 PFC (442400), mint 493 line pair PFC (106222),
mint 516 PSE (1243373), mint 519 PSE (1105404), mint 533 PFC (134151), mint 546 PFC (429586), mint 595 PSE (28158), used 578
Weiss (2007/578/10), mint 832b PFC (90804), mint E4 PSE (78542), mint E9 PFC (344425). Condition is mixed. Overall a majority
are better quality than normally encountered. A great opportunity to acquire a worthwhile holding. All you need is a hingeless album
and you are on your way.
S.B. 7500.00

124

/

A smokin hot mint mainly NH accumulation lot in a stock book and sales cards. Includes 19th and 20th regular issues, commemoratives,
and back of the book with an agreeable assembly of airmails. Most of the material are medium values. The owner had lots of time on
his hands so it is neatly nested, lined up, identified, and cataloged for easy viewing. An incredible amount of meaningful catalog offered
very cheap. We scanned a lot of the material so you can appreciate the magnitude of the material.
S.B. 6500.00

125

/

A fanciful mint and used 19th, 20th century front and Back of the Book stock from the Gulf side stock housed in over 65 small sales
books. Assembled over many years this was an active inventory up until the end of 2018. Attending a select group of shows this is not
your run of the mill assembly of lower to medium values. Also includes a bit of possessions. Not really deep in duplication. However
condition and sometimes the identity can come into question. A great amount of retail value ready and waiting for the next budding
philatelic entrepreneur.
S.B. 6000.00
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Retired dealer backstock of mainly mint multiples 1934-2014. Huge Brookman catalog value, but the reward is in the gigantic
mass of uncounted face tucked away in stockbooks, a plate block “collection” in a Harris album, procurement center packaged sheets,
souvenir sheets, se-tenant blocks, sets and singles. Fairly comprehensive with plenty of mint modern issues to 2014. Great bourse stock
for those customers filling want lists of modern material. Huge uncounted face. A bargain at the reserve, but will need the patients of
a saint to correctly count this two carton lot.
S.B. 2500.00
A smart mixed mint and used collection neatly mounted collection on White Ace pages. The 19th century is lightly populated then
picks up speed with the Columbian issues through the $5.00 values, the Trans Miss through the $2.00 values. Mixed delights in the
contemporary commemoratives and Washington-Franklins. Well endowed front of the book starting with the 1930’s running into the
2000’s with much postage types to take into account. Spotty airmails and B.O.B. follows making a brief appearance. Condition is mixed
and would make an excellent starter group for someone attached to the earlier items.
S.B. 2500.00
A mint and used stock of several hundred items in two 102 size boxes from a respected retired Midwest dealer. Includes 19th and
20th century front and back of the book issues. Mostly lower and medium values of mixed condition. Each item is identified which
results in an easy turnkey opportunity for a stamp show or eBay marketer
S.B. 2400.00
A neat and tidy nearly complete mint Washington-Franklin group nested on Schaubek hingless pages. Condition a little mixed.
A fantastic way to infuse this popular area into your collection.
S.B. 1600.00

130 // An outstanding consignment remainder assembly. Includes a few pedestrian 19th and 20th century mint and used collections which
include individual components such as front of the book, airmails, revenues, cut squares entires and postal cards, etc. You will also
come across several stock books, sales pages and cards housing lower to medium values with an occasional higher priced item scattered
about. There is some duplication and the condition is mixed. All the stuff is here that you will need to start on a philatelic quest.
S.B. 1600.00
131 / Combination of 4 salesbooks and 5 collections. Mint and used issues from 1847 to 1950’s. Singles, pairs, blocks of four. Manageable duplication. Most items identified and many priced according to a recent edition of Scott. Condition varies, with some F-VF and
some heavily hinged. Some stamps require an expert’s eye for proper evaluation. Suitable for addition to a dealer’s stock or creating an
above-average collector’s collection.
S.B. 1500.00
132 / Sneaky US collection from the “Hawk Eye” estate. Two meaningful albums that include mixed mint and used: #1, C1-C6, C18, 620
White Plains, Banknotes to 90 cents, Columbians to 50 cents, mint coil pairs, most of the Kansas Nebraskas, and a full flock of Duck
Stamps as highlights. Plenty of other stuff in the stockbooks, folder collections, and mint backstock group. The webphotos tell the
good parts of the story. Have a look.
S.B. 1400.00
133

A hefty 19th and 20th century neatly sorted accumulation in 6 binders starting with the 1851 issues up to the “Forevers”, including
some high face values. There is a gap between Scott #693 up to the 1970’s issues. A ton of catalog value to wade through. Condition is
mixed. Numerous possibilities await the new owner.
S.B. 1400.00
134 / One man’s US accumulation to 1995. Consists of three Scotts National albums of mint mainly 1940-1995 around 50% complete,
mint C1-C6, C18, C13-C15 all with faults, postage types hinged to pages an in mounts, an album of used, shoeboxes of duplicates
including much face in heavy multiples (mainly 29 centers), a small album of sheets and mini sheets, and all the rest of the US related
material in two heavy cartons. Face estimated at around $2,500.00 is probably in need of a introspective count. Little if any power
1840-1920 in both collections. Just a hint of cigarette smell still lingers after all these years. Will be loads of fun to break down and
add to any good 1840-1940 collection to bring it closer to contemporary times.
S.B. 1250.00
135
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A consignment remainder extraordinaire. Includes under glass morsels, postage of various types with some high value spotted,
undone material ready for stock and just plain stuff. Enough value to warrant serious consideration.
S.B. 1200.00
A de-mounted almost all mint collection from an old time customer. Holds very little pre-Columbian issues with a decent amount of
Washington-Franklins and just a bit of airmails with a scattering of higher values scattered about. Condition is mixed with many useful
items here and there. The group would benefit from a nice clean album.
S.B. 1150.00
Adventurer’s delight. Consignment as received. Carton full of MNH, MH, and used U.S. stamps, including definitives,
commemoratives, airmails, and special handling issues. Lots of full or partial booklets. Primarily post-WWII, with some earlier items,
e.g., the 1938 Presidential series. Singles, sets, plate blocks, and sheets. Contains about 3300.00 face of which almost 500.00 (earlier
material) is stuck or partially stuck. Possibility to salvage many stamps with TLC. Plenty of U.S. mint postal stationery and FDC’s. Also
has a fair amount of United Nations, Canada, and general foreign. Perfect lot to chase away the late winter doldrums. Needs careful
examination to come up with the right number.
S.B. 1100.00
An eclectic mostly mint holding of mainly 20th century medium values. Includes commemoratives, regular issues, and a few airmails
in single and block form. Condition is quite mixed from clean NH to tropical environment gum and paper toning. Still much salvageable
material spread throughout and worth a though examination.
S.B. 1000.00
Collection in a clean Lighthouse hingeless album from the 1850s to 1964. Hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps
in full, partial sets, and singles. Highlights include mint White Plains and C1-6. A most useful Yankee collection.
S.B. 950.00
A confusing mixed mint and used 19th and 20th century front and back of the book collection from 1847 to 1948 housed in 3
binders. Includes a used #2 then not much value until the Banknotes where a few 90¢ values pop in. The early commemoratives go up
to the medium values. Hardy Washington-Franklins, however they are mostly used. Respectable White Plains sheet and Kansas-Nebraska sets exist. In the airmails you will find mint C1-C6, and a C18. Spotty in the B.O.B. arena, yet there is a mixed mint and used Q
group. Condition is extremely mixed and some no gum mint in areas you would not expect. Still enough solid value to warrant serious
consideration.
S.B. 950.00
PAGE 9
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141 // Extensive and massive US and UN collection filling four heavy cartons. Parallel mint and used US group with mint C1-C6, Prexie
set, and C18 as highlights. All the earlies are used and when everything is counted a gigantic catalog value is achieved. But most of
the value is in the mint face types 1980-1998 which need a complete count because when done earlier contained the mostly unusable
face of the prolific plate strips from the fractional decimal issues in several volumes. The UN is in one clean Scott Specialty Album
from #1 through 1994 with a #38 souvenir sheet. Piles of albums filled with stamps to rediscover.
S.B. 900.00
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A simple 1851 to 1926 regular issue and commemorative collection hinged on Scott pages. The 19th century is a scattered bunch of
various values, mostly medium but a few higher ones were spotted. Starts turning more mint with the Washington-Franklins. Condition
is mixed and identity becomes questionable with the usual suspects. Offered for what it is and in need of a new home. Plenty of images
for your perusal.
S.B. 750.00
Two cartons containing roughly 600 covers from the 1920s to 2017. Comprises five binders of First Flight covers, two binders of
Detroit River Mail covers from 1962 to 2017, one binder of Inauguration covers, postcards, tickets from 1933 to 2012 plus miscellaneous flight covers and Inauguration in a medium pizza size box. A well-rounded selection definitely worthy of your inspection.
S.B. 650.00
An overgrown mint and used collection/accumulation. Includes a lightly population pre 1940’s assembly of both front and back of
the book made up mainly of lower and a occasional medium scattered about. Most of the value lays in the postage that runs up to the
“Forever” values. We even spotted a few high values while sloshing through the mass. Duplication abounds with solid value to count.
Many hours of philatelic fun presenting itself in a meaningful way. Shipping weight is 72 lbs. Call or email for a rate quote.
Catalog 650.00
Compact mainly 19th century accumulation of mostly mint singles and a few proofs. Condition is quite mixed with OG., RG, NG.
Very high catalog and a quick and easy lot to figure.
S.B. 600.00
The first being a mostly mint 1893/1960 collection with mainly post 1930 issues housing many lower to medium items scattered
about. Also includes mint airmails and a light dispersion of mint and used BOB. The second assembly is a parallel mostly used starting
with a #1. The remainder of this collection is a hit or miss of later 19th and early 20th century. Well presented Washington-Franklins
and a decent selection of Revenues. Condition is mixed with many very presentable items. Blending these two components into a new
album is just what the doctor ordered.
S.B. 600.00
An interesting mint and used pair and line pair collection. While the flat plate subjects are viewed with suspicion there are a few
with certificates like 390 line pair, 391-392 pairs, 412 line pair, 458 pair. The group also includes the more modern varieties such as
perf hole sizes, gum and tagging differences. Condition is mixed. Good lot for the specialist.
S.B. 600.00
Accumulation of approximately 450 used and mint definitive stamps from the Washington-Franklin period. Also includes a few
commemoratives 1909-1921. Stamps are stored on stockpages or neatly hinged on album pages. Condition is fine or better throughout.
Needs close inspection to weed out any possible dubious items. Excellent intermediate offering of a popular area.
S.B. 500.00
A malodorous three volume 1851 to 1992 mint and used collection. Mostly lower to medium values with an occasional surprise
to be plucked. Mainly front of the book with a bit of airmails and B.O.B., and just a hint of Possessions. Lot of postage types to consider as well. Condition is mixed with much selvedge able material. The group will benefit by remounting into a scented new album.
S.B. 500.00
A wonderful nearly complete 1903//1998 booklet pane collection on White Ace pages. However the assembly is missing the first
pane and the two AEF issues. A mixture of NH and OG hinged can be found in this neatly arranged group. Pretty clean and ready for
expansion.
S.B. 400.00
A sturdy collection/accumulation of plate blocks and a few blocks of four in six books. Includes a small group of 1920’s
commemoratives, some presidential with two $5.00 values, C20-C22 and a mixture of Famous Americans. Owner’s catalog is $4580,
plus $75 face. Condition is quite mixed. A new album and some enthusiasm is just what the doctor ordered.
S.B. 400.00
Mint and used accumulation pre 1960 that was once part of an Indiana dealer’s stock and backstock. Highlights include: three
counterbooks of singles, a pizza sized box of loose small dealer pages and102 size cards, and a couple of folder collections, along with a
carton of remaindered collections, a mundane UN accumulation, and around $100 face in modern year sets and higer face value singles.
Enormous aggregate catalog with way too many redundant intermediate, damaged, miscataloged and the like making the owner’s catalog
misleading. The web photos only show part of the story that an in person viewing will clarify.
S.B. 400.00
A pedestrian mint regular issue, commemorative, and airmail collection mounted on homemade pages. Mostly lower and medium
values in mixed condition with a special effort on research and presentation. Lots of value in postage to take into account. Moving the
material into a new album would be beneficial.
S.B. 375.00
A mainly mint elementary collection in an American Heirloom album. Looks like a work in progress as most of the value is in
Washington-Franklins housed on black Hagner pages waiting to be placed in the album. Also includes two of each of the 1968-1969
year sets nested in official USPS packing plus some miscellaneous front and back of the book issued in a sales book and on stock pages.
Condition is very mixed. Take a quick peek.
S.B. 300.00
Accumulation of several dozen mostly different freaks and errors. Includes imperfs, imperf betweens, miss perfs an color shifts.
Would make for a good stock at bourses or eBay lots.
S.B. 300.00
One binder comprising around forty mostly booklets and postal saving panes having useful backup. Involves Bk89, Bk102, WS7,
WS8, PS12b etc. Already identified and cataloged using a several year-old catalog. Also included not in the count are several submarine
and other postage related booklets.
S.B. 300.00
A petite handpicked closet cleaning lot of mint and used 19th and 20th century front and back of the book. Mainly lower to medium
values of mixed condition. Easy lot to figure and would make great starter group. All that’s needed is an album.
S.B. 300.00
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158

/

159

/

160

/

161

()

162

/()

163

/

An immense wildlife oriented stamp collection in two large cartons weighing in at 82 lbs. Includes a 14 volume 1989//2006 mint
tate duck assembly of about 700 different nested in Fleetwood books, a two volume Wisconsin only mint state duck grouping, a sparsely
populate batch of used Federal Ducks, and an unrelated Fish stamp accumulation. Condition is mixed. Good lot for the fin and fowl
enthusiast. Call or email for a shipping rate quote.
S.B. 300.00
An old time collection/accumulation from a non-discriminating collector. Includes 19th and 20th century front and back of the book
that appears that has not seen the light of years. Very light in the higher value and condition is quite mixed. We’ll let the 21 images tell
the rest of the story.
S.B. 280.00
Colorful holding of Duck stamps, including mint and used, covering many years. Most of the mint have faults. Easy to evaluate
and bid.
S.B. 250.00
US consignment as received. In five oldtime albums in Crystal mounts that have been subjected to heat, pressure and moisture. At
one time “better” but now with disturbed gum at best. Mixed mint and used. Needs the hands of a trained recycler to bring these back
to willing albums. Along for the ride are the several hundred general foreign that hold places, but little value.
S.B. 240.00
The entails of a remaindered collection. Condition is very mixed with some high catalog involved. Easy lot to figure.
Catalog 220.00
Tiny specialized batch of the 2¢ stamp design A127. Condition is mixed. Solid value for that special someone.
S.B. 200.00

A small accumulation of EFO’s. Includes imperf pairs, misperfs, and missing colors. Clean group and an easy lot to figure.
S.B. 180.00
165 // Spare bedroom cleanout in five cartons. Plenty of stuff to wet your whistle including UN FDCs, US commercial covers, miscellaneous mainly used stamps in binders ,an album or two, loose material, and some worldwide lurking about. Needs to find a new sparse
bedroom.
S.B. 160.00
166 / Christmas seal collection on clean white Ace pages 1907-2005. Mainly singles with just a few multiples and sheets. None of the
rare 1913 types, but enough odd and unusual to offer as a lot. Includes: two binders and a Green’s Catalog 2000. Like the down of a
thistle.
S.B. 150.00
167 / A collection/accumulation with good intent. Includes a six volume sparsely populated mostly used collection in Heritage binders, a
few promotional items, miscellaneous FDC’s, and a few philatelic related coffee table books. Would make great play date props for the
young and energetic. Shipping weight 90lbs. Call or email for a rate quote.
S.B. 120.00
168 / A drawer clean lot from an old time customer. Includes a few better items and postage.
S.B. 120.00
169 / A heavily remaindered grouping of United States collections/accumulations housing mostly used lower values. Not much we can
say other than the lot weighs 61 pounds and could be condensed into a single brand new album. A great teaching moment waits. Call
or email for a shipping rate quote.
S.B. 120.00
170 // A spiffy starter collection/accumulation in an All American stamp album with a bit of strength in the 1930-1960 issues. Also
includes a handful interesting covers and a small batch of postage to count. A new album and more stamps would fit the bill.
S.B. 100.00
171

A wobbly assortment of wildlife stamps. Includes a few hundred federal and state ducks, wild game stamps from various states, stamp
show duck labels, and a bit of Canadian items. Good lot for the conservation minded.
S.B. 100.00
172

A prickly pile of philatelic postage types in need of precise procurement. Also includes an odd rebellious pair on piece. A pen or
pencil, pad of paper, a pocket calculator, and a profusion of patience will prevail.
S.B. 100.00
173

A pretty pile of a few hundred precancels await your perusal.
S.B. 30.00
174 / A floor sweepings lot of immense proportions from the Gulf Coast stock that could dwarf Kim’s lots. Take a peak at the 47 images.
S.B. 0.00
175 // A impressive floor sweepings lot from the Buckeye state. Better get out a calculator, we spotted a ton of postage mixed in with the
junk and better items. Yes, you must figure the United Nations for something or you won’t be competitive.
S.B. 0.00
164



UNITED STATES AND POSSESSIONS COLLECTIONS, ACCUMULATIONS, AND STOCKS
176

/

A small but interesting group of definitives, commemoratives, and BOB. Also includes some Canal Zone and Hawaii. 19th and
early 20th century. Mixed condition but very presentable. Housed in sales cards and catalogued by Scott. Minimal duplication. Easy to
incorporate into a dealer’s stock.
S.B. 1100.00

UNITED STATES POSSESSIONS COLLECTIONS, ACCUMULATIONS, AND STOCKS
177

/

A sparkly accumulation on album pages, stock cards and stock pages. Most of the value lays in the Canal Zone including an interesting group of perfins (not all are photographed). Respectable amount of Hawaii exists and a dab of Guam, Philippines, and Puerto
Rico. Tiny bit of duplication. Condition is mixed. Get yourself a decent album and start a new era of discovery.
S.B. 600.00

UNITED STATES AND UNITED NATIONS COLLECTIONS, ACCUMULATIONS, AND STOCKS
178 // Just the US and UN leftovers from a small consignment. Pedestrian collections, old new issues from the UN still in their packaging, a small US 1960s plate block group, and a little floating scrap face to count. Not much pizzazz just some stuff in this area.
S.B. 220.00
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UNITED NATIONS COLLECTIONS, ACCUMULATIONS, AND STOCKS
179



Accumulation packed in a carton with approximately $3,000.00 in face value from U.N. offices in New York (around $1550), Vienna
(around $300), and Geneva (around $1200). Organized by issue in glassines and mint sheet files. Also has a few basic collections,
1951-1970’s, with #38. Very clean lot priced to sell.
S.B. 550.00

UNITED STATES AND GENERAL FOREIGN COLLECTIONS, ACCUMULATIONS, AND STOCKS
Dealer’s under glass stock of many hundred mostly different. Chaotic arrangement of all better material. Strong in the British colonies plus helpful US, Europe (especially Vatican), Saudi Arabia and China. Condition somewhat mixed, a few fiscal cancels or dubious.
Worthy of close inspection.
S.B. 2300.00
181 // All the remaining United States and general foreign stamps from the “Hawk Eye” estate in seven heavy cartons. Dozens of
general collections in albums, folder collections, boxes, stockbooks and packets. Highlights include: a US collection or two mainly
remaindered with a mixture of mint and used stamps. Not much after 1990. Also a banker’s box of uncounted US, plus a carton of UN,
and Canadian postage in sheets and scrap that together must be near $1,500.00 face. A carton full of postal stationery. A few cover
albums. Five stockbooks and a stack of counterbook pages of “better” stamps that never got into the main collection. Thousands of
stamps. Huge aggregate catalog value with very littleto throw away. Clean and ready for enjoying and recycling. Will be fun and
profitable to break down.
S.B. 1500.00
182 / Collection/accumulation from an 1948-1995 collector’s estate put together, as was normal for the time period, on a shoestring. Tens
of thousands of stamps-- perhaps and likely well over 150,000. Mixed mint and used. Mainly packet stamps from the time period. His
main collection (17 volumes) is put together alphabetically and has few blank pages. He designed it by using computer generated pages
printing only the pages for which he had stamps. Fills twenty-two cartons with lots of duplicates in home made stockbooks, remaindered
albums, approval books, a rudimentary Scott Standard US collection mainly mint 1940-1988 with a couple hundred dollars in face, old
box lots from oldtime bourses, folder collections, etc. Has been stored for twenty years so a long look will be necessary to calculate the
value of this heavy 15 carton accumulation.
S.B. 1300.00
183 // Final gasp of a medium sized consignment. Includes stockbooks of used US and mint foreign, US and foreign postal stationery, and
around $2,250.00 face in US scrap postage. Almost all between 5 cent and 20 cents face. Many multiples, few full sheets, mainly broken
commemorative issues. Not all the booklets are intact, many are missing a pane or stamp or two. Difficult to count and use. The rest
have only cursory collector value and are here as a last resort. Offered intact to attract multiple bidders.
S.B. 700.00
180

/

184 // Consignment balance as received. Highlights include: a mainly mint US collection 1930-1983 where 834 and a 1053 plate block are
the best. A face value of around $250.00 and a few year sets add to the value here. Mint Europe in sets (all og, a few NH) in one small
box (Germany, Switzerland, and Austria are best here. The rest is also ran with a few covers, red boxes of massive duplication, and
remaindered folder collections of note. Take a long look for there is probably more value than you think.
S.B. 650.00
185 // Large dealer closet clear out in five super heavy cartons (over 150 pounds shipping). Princess Di coffee table anvil of covers, over
100 gold replica covers some in albums, a box of old duplicates, two heavy cartons of beginner albums some with stamps, a couple of
pedestrian US collections and all the leftover stuff from the floor. Flea market fiesta time.
S.B. 600.00
186 // Assortment from the 1880s to the 1980s in five cartons. Consists of thousands and thousands of mixed mint and used stamps having useful backup mostly in various styles of albums running from small elementary to Scott Internationals. Albums are sparse to
pockets of countries. Spotted a Denmark collection a Davo hingeless. One carton comprises United States material which most of the
value is in the mainly low value postage in singles and plateblocks from thirteen cents downward. An offering worth contemplating.
S.B. 550.00
187 // Three cartons containing mint and used worldwide stamps, two Canada Year sets from the1990s, three binders of WWF FDCs, two
other binders of miscellaneous, subscription items, and US and worldwide FDCs mostly from the latter decades of the 20th Century.
Useful for building bargain boxes.
S.B. 500.00
188 // Two of our largest cartons filled with new issues from the 1960’s and 1970’s which is mostly Middle East, over a thousand U.S.
first days to the 2000’s, ephemera, subscription offerings, etc.. Most of the value is in the first mentioned due to the huge catalog value
in wholesale quantities. Good eBay fodder.
S.B. 450.00
189 / Estate consignment as received. Several White Ace page pedestrian collections of US, a world collection or two, and best a small pile
of US face in sheets and scrap to count. Calculator please.
S.B. 450.00
190 / Many thousand mostly used on 102 size sales cards or in glassines filling two red boxes. Some are in ridiculous quantities, some
are of a low percentage retail grade type and enough useful to warrant inspection.
S.B. 400.00
191 // Five cartons comprising twelve very sparse Scott International albums. Also involves hundreds and hundreds of common mixed
mint and used stamps in binders, stockbooks, inexpensive albums, loose, and US FDCs having serviceable backup. Good candidates
for the flea market or bargain bourse boxes.
S.B. 375.00
192 // A sizable mess of mostly United States stamps, covers, and FDC’s. Includes over 1500 mainly 1960’s to 1990’s cacheted FDC, a
elementary 1920’s to 1970’s plate block collection, a simple airmail and B.O.B. singles collection, miscellaneous on and off paper in
numerous cigar boxes and just more stuff to sift through. Loads of philatelic fun to combine into a new album and sort the remainder
in a meaningful way.
S.B. 350.00
193 / Thirteen cartons with the remainders of a large multi auction consignment. Over half are empty albums (with and without pages)
and a pile of slipcases. Also includes world wide stamps, stockbooks, and (probably the most value) one carton of rolled up press sheets
in four tubes. Mostly everything is clean and marketable. Well over 100 pounds shipping, call for a quote.
S.B. 260.00
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194

/

195

/

196

/

Collection of nearly 13,000 mostly different mounted in two Phoenix albums and three stockbooks of “perfect” UN which includes
many inscription blocks. The value of the first mentioned is enhanced by the uncounted US postage. Take a quick peek, you might get
a good buy.
S.B. 250.00
Three medium sized cartons filled with the remains of a small consignment. The US part is better than the foreign because of
the $200 or so mint postage to count, while the rest is general approvals, accumulated on paper mixtures and hidden junque in sealed
envelopes. Around fifty pounds of recycling fun.
S.B. 180.00
Old accumulation as received from the consignor in one large carton. Consists of mainly worldwide common material in three
albums, small boxes, and envelopes containing hundreds of mint and used stamps having plenty of backup. The most interesting is a
1924 Scott Junior album and some foreign unused postal cards. Useful for constructing bargain box lots.
S.B. 150.00

197 // Closet cleanout in three cartons. Involves one carton containing hundreds of common stamps in sparse albums, stockbooks and two
cartons of hundreds and hundreds of common US and worldwide commercial, event, covers and FDCs mainly from the 1950s to 1980s.
Enough stuff to make small bargain boxes.
S.B. 150.00
198 / Binder containing twenty “fake” stamps having certificates acknowledging to their fakeness. Includes US, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Albania, Italy Offices Abroad, Poland, and Martinique mint or used stamps. Would be some real foolers if not for the certificates.
Great reference.
S.B. 100.00
199 // Five cartons holding a few dozen collections and stockbooks. Mainly U.S. and British. Includes postage mint sets 1st day and event
covers, topicals plus more. Nothing really good just a good bulk lot to sell as individual items at shows or on the internet for profits.
S.B. 100.00
200 // All the leftover stuff from the retired stock of a small Midwestern dealer. Highlights include: around twenty autographed and
autopenned signatures of “famous” people (Mamie Van Doren, Paul Anka, Barry Goldwater, etc.), unrelated space topical and event
covers, old family letters (no covers), Sand Dunes gold stamps (4), reprint postcards, and all the other stuff that had no other place in
the consignment. Enough for a quick look.
S.B. 100.00
TOPICAL COLLECTIONS, ACCUMULATIONS, AND STOCKS
201



A few hundred mostly different Disney items purchased as new issues in the 1980’s still as received. Everything is NH F-VF or
better. Get an album and get started with this popular topic.
Catalog 5000.00

202

/

203

/

204



Bird topical collection/accumulation from the 1960s to early 2012 in two cartons. Thousands of mainly mint stamps but also contains some CTO in clear or black mounts having the collection in five binders, souvenir sheets in three binders, and two binders and a
small pizza-box of collector’s extras Many appear to have been purchased as new issues. Birds are divided into different species and
types making it difficult to determine if this collection contains complete sets. Must be viewed page by page to come up with the right
number. A really neat offering.
S.B. 1500.00
Stamps on Stamps and Stamp Centenary disjointed remainder collection in two exhibit cases on around eighty heavyweight pages.
What remains has a preponderance of souvenir sheets (Switzerland best), proofs, and large multiples. Plenty of French community
signed proofs on card with the New Caledonia from 1960 most intriguing. Little power, but enough topical nature to pique one’s interest.
S.B. 1200.00
Fascinating popular topical collections in three albums. Consists of a Lighthouse Europa from 1956 to 1970, 1949 UPU in a binder
on White Ace pages appears somewhat complete, and a 1937 complete Coronation in a period album. Hundreds and hundreds of mint
stamps in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets. Checking it out may make your day.
S.B. 600.00

205 // Three carton selection of interesting material. Comprises six World Refugee Year 1960 collections in various stages of completion
having hundreds of mint stamps in full, partial sets, singles and souvenir sheets as well as miscellany in one carton. Two cartons contain
hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used worldwide stamps in binders, stockbooks, and albums having useful backup which
might contain some topical material but not all. Viewing required.
S.B. 450.00
206 /FDC Queen Elizabeth II Silver Jubilee 1977 and 1978 Coronation Anniversary appears complete collection nicely mounted in eight
White Ace binders and slipcases in two cartons. Hundreds and hundreds of mint stamps acquired as new issues in complete sets, singles,
souvenir sheets, gutter pairs, and booklets as well as FDCs. Completeness is likely but not guaranteed since many of the countries are not
in exactly in order. A wealth of historical material from the British Commonwealth. Offered at a fraction of original purchase price.
S.B. 400.00
207 / Europa collection on White ace pages in six binders from 1956 to 2000. From 1956 to 1993 appears to be complete mint nicely mounted
in black mounts. Two other binders contain a partial used collection and extras. A popular topical area always worth a view.
S.B. 400.00
208 / Impressive railroad accumulation in three stockbooks. MH, MNH, and used singles and sets neatly arranged alphabetically by
country. In rough chronological order. Trains, stations, and conductors are among the images featured on the thousands of worldwide
stamps. Includes specially overprinted stamps and some non-philatelic labels. Ready for a special album for better displaying.
S.B. 375.00
209 / Wonderful mainly Space and ITU assortment from the 1960s to the 1970s in a medium carton. Hundreds and hundreds of mostly
mint stamps in full sets, singles, and souvenir sheets in several small boxes in glassines or a binder. Noticed both imperforate and perforate Space material. Also includes miscellany. An appealing holding.
S.B. 300.00
210 / White Ace Europa collection complete 1956-1979. Includes all the scarce issues in Crystal mounts. Appears to be from new issues
during the time. Expect to find hinged here and there. Wonderful low cost way to start a new specialty.
S.B. 300.00
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Two binders of mainly Chicago autographed stamps and photos from the late 1960s to mid-1970s. Roughly thirty pages which
includes TV stars Bozo, Cooky, Mr. Ned, etc, TV reporters, news Bill Kurtis, Joel Daly, John Drury, etc., sports stars Stan Mikita, Dick
Butkus, Gale Sayers etc. as well as miscellaneous circus stars and other personalities. Some pages have more than one autographed
stamp. A one of a kind holding that the original owner wrote to each person to have autographed. A trip done memory lane for anyone
living in Chicagoland during this time.
S.B. 200.00
212 // Airmail collection in an album and white box from the 1920s to the 1970s. Comprises mint and used single stamps, covers, and postcards. The album is somewhat remaindered and the white box contains interesting miscellany. Come fly with me.
S.B. 150.00
213

From a one-time exhibit entitled “Scout Stamps of the World” covering 1948-1966. Contains mint singles and blocks of four,
along with souvenir sheets and a couple of stockpages of surplus material. Some covers round out the offering. Good start on a popular
topic.
S.B. 110.00
211



CINDERELLAS COLLECTIONS, ACCUMULATIONS, AND STOCKS
214 // One man’s Cinderella collection of modern mainly North American private local issues. Stamps, souvenir sheets, and covers are
all shown in an alphabetical style with examples from far and wide best are the semi official Canadian airmail covers along with the
Rattlesnake Island flight covers. Lots of diversity in these odd creations. Perfect start toward a new area.
S.B. 325.00
215 / Shoebox containing around 350 #102 cards having Cinderellas. Roughly from the 1890s to the 1930s from mostly from Germany,
Austria, and miscellaneous. Includes labels and cigarette cards, Super variety already identified and priced. Organized to sell on the
internet at certain percentage of listed price.
S.B. 150.00
COLLECTIONS, ACCUMULATIONS, AND STOCKS BY GEOGR
GEOGRAPHICAREA
Africa
216 // Cameroun and Togo. The non French parts of a large collection. Strong German and British groups from the occupations period. Lacking in the higher values, but the handful of covers from the period add to the value. All in a small pizza sized box.
S.B. 250.00
217

218

Asia
/

Five counter books roughly from the early 1900s to the 1990s in a medium carton. Encompasses hundreds of mostly mint having
much NH as well as some used in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets having saleable backup. Owner’s 2014 catalog value of
$5,800 which should be used as a reference only. Includes Korea, Hong Kong, China, and Laos. Small, compact and ready to roll and
rock
S.B. 375.00

Benelux
/ Two cartons of mainly collection containing hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, singles,
and souvenir sheets having backup. Includes collections in binders, on homemade pages and in black mounts involving one each from
Luxembourg from 1852 to 1996, Netherlands 1852 to 1994, and three Belgium 1851 to 1994. Also entails a Netherlands Lindner hingeless
album from 1945 to 1966, two sparse Davo albums for the Netherlands and colonies and one chubby stockbook of Netherlands and
colonies.
S.B. 500.00

219

British
/

220

/

221

/

222

/

223

/

224

/
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Twenty-one counter books roughly from the late 19th Century to the 1990s in one large carton. Comprises hundreds and hundreds
of mostly mint having much NH as well as some used in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets having saleable backup. Owner’s
2014 catalog value of $20,300 which should be used as a reference only. From all over the four corners of the globe when the British
planted their flag except for Canada. A selection which should be inspected as it might be your cup of tea.
S.B. 1600.00
Useful country collections either mounted or on stockpages. The best one is Newfoundland followed by New Zealand but the Canada
combined has the most interesting value. Good for breakdown or for a dealer to put out on their bourse table for easy profits. Offered
appropriately
S.B. 900.00
Binder filled with miscellaneous commemoratives, definitives, BOB, etc. from a wide range of British Commonwealth countries,
mainly pre-1960. Stamps mounted on Vario stockpages and manila stockpages. Somewhat organized, with most items identified and
priced according to Scott catalogue. Hundreds of intermediate-level singles and sets. Better countries include South Africa, Hong Kong,
and British Asia. Thousands of stamps and a very high total catalogue value. Minimal duplication. Could form the basis of a large British
area collection.
S.B. 600.00
Stockbook of several hundred different. All complete mint sets with some NH. Runs from the mid 1930’s to the early QEII period.
Includes many Silver Jubilees, Silver Weddings and 1949 UPU’s. A few faults but mostly F-VF or better.
S.B. 450.00
Old holding of Great Britain and colonies in three albums and one stockbook from the 1860s to the 1950s in two cartons. Contains
hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, and singles having beneficial backup The best is a collection
in a custom-organized Grande album; followed by a British America Scott Specialty. Spotted some interesting nuggets and a useful
assortment for searching for cancellation or varieties. Recommended inspection.
S.B. 450.00
A-Z selection in two red boxes from the 1870s to the 1960s. Comprises about 600 #102 sale cards having mint and used stamps in
full, partial sets, and singles having profitable backup. Coming along for the ride is a section of Portugal and Spain and their colonies.
Already cataloged and priced by a knowledgeable owner. Set up to sell at a percentage for internet or bourse sales. A moneymaker at
our suggested bid.
S.B. 400.00
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225

226

227

228
229

230

231

British America
/ Carefully hinged mint and used collection of New Brunswick, Newfoundland, Nova Scotia, and Prince Edward Island. Mostly
F-VF. Mounted on somewhat worn Scott specialty pages. Slightly remaindered, but still filled with many better and intermediate items.
Contains mint and used copies of many sets and singles, arranged on duplicate pages. Close inspection important for evaluation of shade
and color varieties. Worth a thorough viewing.
S.B. 1100.00
British Oceania
/ Large hoard of Australia, New Zealand, etc. MNH, MH, and used housed on homemade pages, sales cards, and stockpages. Arranged by Scott catalogue number. Somewhat disorganized, with some items out of order or misidentified. Occasional duplication, but
not excessive. Condition mixed, but many sound stamps present. Many attractive cancels. Huge total catalogue value. Nice for further
expansion or incorporation into a dealer’s stock.
S.B. 500.00
Eastern Europe
/ Post-WWII collections of Russia and Yugoslavia. MNH, MH, and used/CTO. The Yugoslavian stamps are mounted or hinged on
Minkus specialty pages, 1953-1998, with few stamps in the later years. The Russian stamps are housed in a hingeless Schaubek album,
1945-1959, with many better MNH/CTO sets from the late 1940’s through the 1950’s. Condition in both collections is excellent, and
the pages are clean and like-new. Lot also contains a small amount of miscellaneous material from various Eastern European countries.
Suitable for further expansion or incorporation into a dealer’s existing stock of the area.
S.B. 450.00
Europe
/ Fifteen worldwide counter books mainly from the early 1900s to the 1990s in one large carton. Involves thousands s of mostly
mint having much NH as well as some used in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets having useful backup. Includes Mexico,
Egypt, Brazil, some French colonies etc. Good for assembling sellable internet lots.
S.B. 2200.00
/ Ten-volume topical collection covering arms and architecture in Western and Eastern Europe, with an emphasis on subject matter from the nineteenth century and earlier. Organized alphabetically and chronologically by country. Singles, along with complete and
partial sets, mounted on blank pages with typed detailed descriptions. Stamps carefully selected, arranged, and described over many
years. Some staining and spotting on pages, not affecting stamps. Much room for expansion. Lots of material for a future exhibit.
S.B. 600.00
/ Small carton with three different country collections. Everything is mixed condition with damp storage the culprit. Best is Netherlands to around 1955 with strength in the early post war years with some full sets in blocks of four. Belgium is next with more than
the usual classics and again early post war semipostal sets. Worst is the Germany in which almost 70% of the mint is stuck down to the
pages of its Scaubek album. A few better items present in the Germany , but almost all have faults. Some better Monaco, Yugoslavia,
and France round out the lot. Huge catalog across the board. For the non discriminating collector where ng, dg is acceptable.
S.B. 550.00
/ Clean, well-organized dealer’s stock of sets and singles from A-C countries. Includes early to recent. Minimal duplication. Housed in
almost 700 sales cards. Each card marked with recent Scott catalogue number(s) and price. A manageable stock.
S.B. 400.00

232

/

233

/

234

/

235

/

236

237

Clean, well-organized dealer’s stock of sets and singles from D-F countries, with some French colonies. Includes early to recent.
Minimal duplication. Housed in almost 700 sales cards. Each card marked with recent Scott catalogue number(s) and price. Ideal for
fast turnover.
S.B. 400.00
Europe mostly used collections containing a couple thousand different to the 1990’s in Scott official albums. Includes a postwar
Germany, two volume DDR and a two volume Czechoslovakia. All very clean.
S.B. 300.00
Features two items. First, a collection of 100++ booklets from the Netherlands, 1953-2003. Appears to be fairly complete for the time
period. Booklets are carefully housed in special stockpages and identified by Scott catalogue number and price. Second, intermediate
level collections of Greenland (1938-1979 along with a few parcel post stamps) and Faroe Islands (1940-1981). MNH and MH stamps
mounted on clean KA-BE hingeless pages. Everything in expensive binders. Worth the few minutes needed for thorough viewing.
S.B. 250.00
Group of circulated APS circuit books includes eleven from Austria with a balance of over $900 remaining and fourteen Faroe Island
books with a balance of over $1,200 remaining. Mainly more contemporary NH material.
S.B. 210.00

Middle East
/ Two carton Middle East accumulation. Includes: 18 folder collections the best three are a comprehensive selection of Egypt with high
catalog and parallel duplication, two large boxes of larger items and “new issues”, and a Redbox of singles in 102 size cards. Plenty of
value in the intermediate sets and handful of surprises that are looking for rediscovery.
S.B. 800.00
/

Middle East accumulation on APS sale pages from the 1920s to 1990s in a small carton. Around 1,500 mint and used stamps on
around 230 pages in singles, sets, and souvenir sheets. Includes imperforates and other specialist material with duplication of premium
items throughout. Strength in Saudi Arabia which is 75% of this selection with the remaining 25% mostly Jordan and Bahrain. Condition varies with some higher values (#312-313 and 340-341 with gum problems from ng to sweated). Owner’s 2013 catalog value of
$29,000.00+ includes everything. Nicely set up for easy processing, making this an excellent opportunity to reprice and resubmit as the
expected retail was a bit high at nearly 50% of catalog. Take a look and see.
S.B. 800.00
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238

Scandinavia
/ Original collector’s collection in a Scott Specialty album from 1850s to 1992. Contains thousands of mint and used stamps in full,
partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets from the Danish West Indies, Denmark, Faroes Islands, Greenland, and Iceland. Many of the
stamps are shingled having both mint and used issues. Highlights include Greenland mint #19-27, 22a-27a, Faroe Islands mint #5, used
#6, and many mid-range sets. An out of sight collection that be proud to join your existing international albums. Taking some time to
view will be time well spent.
S.B. 1250.00

239

/

Unassuming, yet powerful consignment of early Denmark, Finland, Norway, and Sweden on crumbling pages. 1850s to 1919.
Condition is mixed, with some intermediate and better items.
S.B. 750.00

240

/

Five counterbook from the retired stock of a small Midwestern dealer. Last cataloged in 2014 at around $5,100.00. Two books of
Norway, one of Finland and Aland, Faroe Islands, and Sweden. Not much value in the classics, most of it resides in the mint singles and
sets (much NH) from a more modern era. Light duplication.
S.B. 375.00

241

Western Europe
/ Fifteen dealer counterbooks with MNH, MH, and used singles and sets from Austria, France, Italy, Liechtenstein, Luxembourg,
Monaco, Netherlands, and miscellaneous. Includes basic and intermediate items. Everything identified by Scott number and value.
Clean, orderly, and ready to be processed.
S.B. 400.00

COLLECTIONS, ACCUMULATIONS, AND STOCKS BY COUNTRY
242

243

Algeria

Amazing collection in two Lighthouse binders and slipcases from 1924 to 1958. Comprises hundreds and hundreds of mint stamps
neatly mounted in black mounts on printed quadrille pages having both Scott and Ceres numbers in full, partial sets, and singles. Includes
several different varieties and millesimes (gutters with numbers) The second binder contains Parcel Post stamps from 1899 to 1949.
Astounding collection not often seen.
S.B. 500.00
Australian States

Assortment from 1860s to 1912. Over thirty counter or sales cards having used stamps Examination necessary as the condition
of the classics vary. Useful for a worldwide collection.
S.B. 150.00

Australia
/ Mainly mint collection in a hodge podge of folders, envelopes, albums, cigar boxes, and pizza size boxes circa 1913-2014. The
owner cataloged everything back in 2016/17 and it came to just over $30,000.00 cat. Which needs a little adjustment for face postage,
used duplicates, accounting errors, and recent catalog downgrades, etc. Disjointed but fairly complete mint 1950-2014. High face
value. Missing most of the early power, but does include a 5 shilling bridge and mint #218-221. A set of new hingeless albums would
be an appropriate resting place.
S.B. 2500.00
245 / Clean, compact grouping of five different selections of stamps, 1918 to immediate post-WWII period. Includes definitives and
commemoratives, loosely organized—sometimes by chronology, sometimes by issue type—and features flyspecking of early stamps.
Mixed mint and used, mounted on various pages. Condition varies.
S.B. 375.00
244

Austria
/ Specialized mainly used collection of around 170 newspaper stamps mounted on attractive homemade pages. Sorted by issue,
types, printings and papers. Huge catalog total which is enhanced by the abundance of clear, readable cancels some of which are premium
like the used in Lombardy and Venetia. Condition overall is better than usually encountered. Not to be missed.
S.B. 1200.00
247 / A primarily used collection mounted on attractive homemade pages dealing with the Arms issues of the 1850’s. Includes nearly
a hundred stamps. All four margin copies most of which have clear, readable cancels. They are expertly arranged first of all by value
then by type, paper and shade. As an added bonus are a few St. Andrews Crosses. Specialist take note.
S.B. 650.00
246

248



249

/

250

/

251

/
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A specialized collection of about a hundred, sixty-five stamps mounted on eleven attractive homemade pages featuring the
1860/1861 Franz Josefs, the 1863 Coat of Arms and the 1867-1872 issues of the Monarchy. The last mentioned has the most value but
all are beneficial. Wide variety of printings, types, papers, perfs and shades where applicable. To add value are the many clear, readable
cancels throughout. A nice narrow slice of Austrian philately.
S.B. 550.00
A far back of the book collection mounted on seven attractive homemade pages. The highlight is the Danube Steamship Co. issues
both original and reprints. These feature an extensive array of shades, cancels and perfs. Also, of note are the parcelposts, telegraphs,
telegraph specimens, private telegraphs and the judicial service stamps. Mostly Fine or better.
S.B. 500.00
A one page mounted collection pertaining to the 1858/1859 Franz Josef issue. Sorted by types, expertly includes shades and only
includes clear, readable cancels some of which are premium. Also includes four different St. Andrews Crosses. Condition is F-VF or
better throughout.
S.B. 475.00
Collection in a Scott Specialty album from 1850 to 1992. Comprises hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps in full,
partial sets, and singles in clear mounts. No keys; but a good basic collection ready for completion and expansion.
S.B. 325.00

RASDALE STAMP COMPANY
252

253

254

255

256

257

258
259
260
261
262

263

264

265

Austria-Lombardy and Ventia
/ Outstanding mounted mostly used collection on attractive homemade pages. Includes about 180 stamps expertly sorted by types,
papers and shades. Also, there is an emphasis on clear readable cancels some of which are premium examples. This is all enhanced by
much better than average quality.
S.B. 3750.00
Austria-Turkey
/ Mostly used collection of a couple hundred mounted on attractive homemade pages. More spectialized than most as it contains
shade, paper and perf variations along with many clear, readable cancels condition is better than usual.
S.B. 500.00
Belgium
/ High-end portion of a dealer’s stock for Belgium, with selected issues from Belgian Congo, Ruanda-Burundi, and Burundi. Four
mini-binders filled with commemoratives, definitives, semipostals, airmails, and parcel post/railway stamps. All sets or better values-no short sets. All items placed in sales sheets and carefully identified according to Scott catalogue number and value. Mint stamps are
fresh F-VF hinged, LH, or NH; used stamps have clean cancels. Low, controlled duplication. Attractive lot of very saleable material.
S.B. 1500.00
Belgium and Belgian Congo
/ Attractive holding of desirable MNH souvenir sheets, booklet panes, etc. Regular issues and semi-postals. Includes Belgium 171,
B106, B166-B168 (sheets of ten), B169, B199, B208, B221, B279, B317, B318, B466A, B466B, B482a, B662a; Belgian Congo 48a,
60a 61d, 62a, 144b, 146b, 148b, 149b, 151b, B26, C8a, C11a. Exemplary condition and fine additions to any Belgium area specialty
collection or dealer’s stock.
S.B. 300.00
Brazil
/

Mint and used collection of well over a thousand mostly different in a stockbook. The 19th century is almost all used has a high
catalog total but is in mixed condition. It progressively becomes more mint until nearly all mint to the early 1980’s. Many sets and
mostly F-VF in the later period.
S.B. 500.00

Cameroun
/ Glorious collection in a Lighthouse binder and slipcase from 1936 to 1956. Hundreds and hundreds of mostly mint stamps nicely
mounted in black mounts on printed quadrille pages having both Scott and Ceres numbers in full, partial sets and singles having tremendous BOB. Highlights include difficult to find 1915-16 French-English Occupation mint issues #102-115, B10-13, and many mid-range
sets. Fantastique collection.
S.B. 700.00
Canada

Stockpage filled with expensive, desirable classic issues. Attractive fronts, but heavily hinged or damaged backs. Requires careful
examination.
Catalog 4380.00
/ Custom-organized collection from 1851 to 1992 in three binders nicely mounted on blank pages in black mounts. Hundreds and
hundreds of mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, and singles. Appears mint from 1935 to end having plenty of postage to count.
Highlights include used #62 Diamond Jubilee. A really terrific collection worthy of your attention.
S.B. 500.00

Mounted collection of over a couple hundred in a White Ace album with issues to the late 1960’s. All used until nearly the end. A
good starter.
S.B. 350.00
/ Mounted collection of a couple thousand mostly different on Scott specialty pages with issues to 2003. Mostly used throughout
and condition somewhat mixed but still useful.
S.B. 300.00
/ Selection of albums and a stockbook having hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, and
singles. The albums are sparse having pockets of mainly common stamps as well as some postage to count mostly from the 1950s to
1980s. Offered appropriately.
S.B. 200.00
Canada and Provinces
/ Highly complete, clean collection 1851-1992, neatly assembled and mounted on Scott specialty pages. Early issues are used; beginning in 1930s stamps are MH. Nice little groups of booklet panes and contemporary selection of paper types. Includes good representation
of provinces, especially Newfoundland. Viewing recommended.
S.B. 1350.00
/

Canadian bonanza! Eleven-volume accumulation, 1850’s to 1998. MNH, MH, and used singles, sets, blocks of four, plate blocks,
etc. Contains basic, intermediate and some advanced definitives, commemoratives, and BOB. Hinged and mounted on Scott specialty
pages and homemade pages. Attention paid to cancels. Duplication within reason. Condition mixed, but many attractive, sound stamps
present. Includes a binder of provinces with pages reasonably filled. Needs thorough reorganization and better display. Worth a look.
S.B. 375.00

Imperial and Republic of China
/ A solid mint and used Imperial and Republic of China accumulation on stock sheets, cards and pages. Includes numerous interesting items such as gutter pairs and blocks and seldom seen provincial issues. Condition is mixed and worthy of excitement.
S.B. 400.00
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266

/

Fascinating assortment in an older small Scott Stamp “Ne Plus Ultra” album. Contains hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps
from the 1890s to the 1940s. Spotted some interesting stamps which would make it worth your while to view. Coming along for the
ride are several small glassines of Japan plus extra China.
S.B. 150.00

Republic of China and Peoples Republic of China
267 // Fun holding in one banker’s carton. Comprises hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps having enjoyable backup
from both ROC and PRC form the 1920s to the 1980s. Involves three sparse but useful Minkus albums, manila stock pages, a box of
glassines etc. Spotted no better items but if you read Chinese the opportunity to find varieties, shades, or cancellations. Worth checking
out.
S.B. 250.00
268 / Small mint an used accumulation of both Republic and Peoples Republic of China. Includes sets, broken sets, a few reprints and
forgeries. Condition is mixed, good lot for what it is.
S.B. 100.00
269

Peoples Republic of China

An accumulation of sets, sets in blocks and souvenir sheets purchased as new issues mostly from 1973 to 1995 highlighted by a
Monkey stamp. Everything is identified and cataloged for easy figuring. F-VF or better throughout.
Catalog 7900.00

270

France
/

271

/

272

/

273

/

274

/

275



276

/

277



278

/

279

/

280

/

281

/

282

/
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Stockbook (32 pages) filled with carefully organized MH, MNH, and used stamps. Early issues to late 1980’s. Includes
commemoratives, definitives, semipostals, airmails, postage dues, and official stamps. Placed roughly in chronological order with a
large amount of duplication. Huge catalogue value.
Catalog 13,000.00
Neatly laid out stock on about four hundred 102 size sales cards. Runs from the first issues to the late 1990’s. Some duplication in
spots but generally one of a kind. Condition overall is better than usual. set up for easy resale.
Catalog 11,000.00
A mind boggling collection of a several thousand in a Lighthouse hingeless album to 1959 and then on Scott specialty pages to
1980. Largely complete, mostly mint throughout so, the catalog value of the first half dozen pages is tremendous. Early, it’s a mix of
og, regum and no gum. Starting in the late 19th century it becomes og with some NH. The collector wasn’t particularly interested in
top quality just attempted to get the best looking copy to fill the space. Includes nearly two dozen certificates from various sources. A
hard collection to duplicate.
S.B. 9500.00
Highly complete collector’s collection to 1979. Used and mint hinged or mounted on Scott specialty pages. Owner’s catalogue is
$29,109.00. Painstakingly organized. Includes definitives, commemoratives, semipostals, airmails, and some official stamps. Nineteenth
century issues in typical average condition, remainder mostly F-VF. Some items require an expert’s eye, e.g. C3 is a forgery. Otherwise a
golden opportunity to acquire a philatelic record of France’s contributions to civilization. Viewing recommended.
S.B. 2500.00
Powerful French collection of several hundred mounted on attractive homemade pages with stamps through the first Sower issues.
Mostly used with an emphasis on clear readable cancels. Involves regular issues, dues, newspapers, 1871 occupations plus a hand full
of telegraphs. The collector also enjoyed accumulating extras for shades, cancels, multiples and gutters. A true collector’s collection
with a huge catalog value. Offered cheaply.
S.B. 2400.00
Dealer’s stock of imperfs mainly running from the late 1970’s to mid 1990’s with all but a couple items complete sets. Old Maury
catalog is €39,000 and everything is NH VF with any duplication no more than three. Especially beneficial for the topical content.
S.B. 2200.00
High end portion of a dealer’s stock in three small three-ring binders. Emphasis on pre-1940 MNH, MH, and used singles and sets,
with mainly definitives. Minimal duplication. All items identified, described, and housed on clean sales pages. Condition varies, with
some faulty stamps among the early issues, but most items are F or VF. Potential powerful addition to existing French stock.
S.B. 1800.00
Great all NH collection to the late 1960’s in two immaculate Davo hingeless albums and slipcases. The regulars start with a few
Peace and Commerce issues, slowly picks up to 1920 then, quickly becomes complete. The semis are nearly complete, the airs are only
missing the few top items, followed by helpful dues and complete officials. A few items with gum blemishes may have slipped by but
otherwise NH F-VF or better throughout.
S.B. 1600.00
Collection in three Safe hingeless albums in old-style mounts from 1849-1977 having hundreds of stamps. Starts with very strong
classics, then well filled into the 70’s. Some of the highlights: #37 used, #329 mint, C1 &C 2 mint and C15. This is only the tip of the
iceberg, a lot more to be discovered. Also noted the semi-postals, they are complete with the exception of some of the high values. A
great collection, viewing highly recommended.
S.B. 1000.00
Collection in a Scott album with pages into the 60’s. Starts with very strong classics including two used #37’s, then on to a #197.
Going forward well-filled, mostly mint. The semi-postal stamps are also good, spotted a B9, B11, B19, and B27 all mint. Last but not
least, the airmail stamps include C1-2 mint and C15 used. Nice lot!
S.B. 1000.00
Lighthouse hingeless album from 1849 to 1944. Comprises hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps in full, partial
set, singles, and souvenir sheets. A collector’s original collection having several mid-range values. Worthy of your attention.
S.B. 750.00
Interesting grouping of definitives, commemoratives, and BOB. Haphazardly arranged. First section covers stamps, 1944-1954,
mounted on hingeless pages; second section features mint and used classic and post WWII material, including gutter pairs displayed
on clear stockpages. Condition mixed, with some damaged or heavily hinged items. Minor duplication. Contains accumulation of 26
French Red Cross semi-postal souvenir booklets, 1958-1983. Nicely set up for easy processing.
S.B. 650.00
Very neatly organized collection on Scott specialty pages, 1849-1974. Includes BOB. Mint and used stamps hinged and mounted
with great care. Early issues require close examination. A few damaged items present. Bulk F-VF. Lacks only some of the more elusive
stamps and souvenir sheets. Good opportunity to acquire a useful assemblage in a well-known field.
S.B. 650.00
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283

284

285

286

French Offices
/ Fantastic collection in a Lighthouse binder and slipcase from 1894 to 1944. Includes China and Kwangchowan having hundreds
of mainly mint but also some used stamps neatly mounted in black mounts on printed quadrille pages having both Scott and Ceres
numbers in full, partial sets, and singles. Highlights involve several different varieties and millesimes (gutters with numbers). A rousing
collection worth your inspection.
S.B. 500.00
France and Colonies
/ High-end portion of a dealer’s stock, France BOB and French Offices in three small three-ring binders. Emphasis on pre-1960
MNH, MH, and used singles and sets. Minimal duplication. All items identified, described, and housed on clean sales pages. Condition
varies on some issues, but most items are F or VF. Potential powerful addition to existing French stock.
S.B. 1300.00
/

Totally awesome France Revenue collection in three binders from 1872 to 1992 in a medium carton. Contains hundreds and
hundreds of mint and used stamps neatly mounted in black mounts on printed quadrille pages having Yvert numbers in full, partial sets,
and singles. A trusty Yvert & Tellier catalog will go a long way to determine value of this unusual offering. Also includes collector’s
duplicates of French colonial mint and used stamps in a pizza- size box in glassines, on album and stock pages from the outstanding
collection offered throughout this auction.
S.B. 400.00

French Colonies
/ Breathtaking collection in four Lighthouse binders and slipcases from 1887 to 1944 in one carton. Embraces hundreds and hundreds
of mint and used stamps neatly mounted in black mounts on printed quadrille pages having both Scott and Ceres numbers in full, partial
sets, and singles having fabulous BOB. Includes Togo 1916 to 1947, Ivory Coast 1892 to 1944, Benin 1892-94, Nossi-Be 1982-94,
French Guinea 1892-1944, Dahomey 1899 to 1944, and Senegal 1887 to 1944. Highlights include mint Ivory Coast 1-17,21-36, Benin
used #12-13, Nossi-Be used #1, French Guinea mint #18-32, 33-47, Dahomey mint #1-16, 17-31, and Senegal mint #35-52 as well as
many mid-range mint sets in most of these colonies. A French colonies collector’s dream come true.
S.B. 2000.00

287

/

Fantastique collection in a Lighthouse binder and slipcase from 1886 to 1944. Contains hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and
used stamps neatly mounted in black mounts on printed quadrille pages having both Scott and Ceres numbers in full, partial sets and
singles having A-OK BOB. Includes Diego Suarez from 1890 to 1894, French Sudan from 1894 to 1944, and Gabon from 1886 to 1933.
Entails many mid-range sets. Condition of several classics vary; so inspection recommended.
S.B. 700.00

288

/

Rousing collection in a Lighthouse binder from 1859 to 1944. Around 100 mint and used stamps nicely mounted in black mounts on
printed quadrille pages having both Scott and Ceres numbers in full, partial sets, and singles. Highlights include used #8 with certificate.
A fairly complete collection which is difficult to find in today’s philatelic market.
S.B. 500.00

289

/

Mounted collection of many hundred different on clean computer generated pages to the 1950’s. Contents are evenly spread out
through the whole empire. Nothing really scarce just a good bread and butter start suitable for expansion.
S.B. 500.00

290



A-Z collection in seven binders and slipcases roughly from the 1880s to the 1920s in one carton. Around 400 mostly different and
unused postal stationery neatly mounted in ABC order on black or clear mounts on printed quadrille pages having H & G numbers.
A unusual offering that came from the same consignment having all the outstanding French colonies collections throughout this auction.
S.B. 400.00

291

292

293

294

French Equatorial Africa

Magnificent collection in a Lighthouse binder and slipcase from 1936 to 1957. Hundreds and hundreds of mint stamps neatly
mounted in black mounts on printed quadrille pages having both Scott and Ceres numbers in full, partial sets and singles having out of
this world BOB. Highlights include #80-125 and C9-16. An fairly complete collection.
S.B. 350.00
French Guiana
/ Extraordinary collection in a Lighthouse binder and slipcase from 1886 to 1947. Hundreds and hundreds of mainly mint stamps
but some used neatly mounted in black mounts on printed quadrille pages having both Scott and Ceres numbers in full, partial sets,
and singles having terrific BOB. Highlights entail mint #1, many mid-range sets, and used #12. A most noteworthy collection.
S.B. 600.00
French India
/ Tremendous collection in a Lighthouse binder and slipcase from 1892 to 1952. Includes hundreds and hundreds of mint and used
stamps neatly mounted in black mounts on printed quadrille pages having both Scott and Ceres numbers in full, partial sets, and singles
having good BOB. Looking would be beneficial.
S.B. 550.00
/

Collection in a binder on Scott pages from 1892 to 1954. Contains hundreds of mainly mint stamps in full, partial sets, and singles
neatly mounted. Neat and doable project for completion
S.B. 350.00
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296

297

298
299
300

301
302

303

304

305

306

307
308

309

French Morocco
/ Stimulating collection in two Lighthouse binders and slipcases from 1891 to 1955. Hundreds and hundreds of mint and used stamps
nicely mounted in black mounts on printed quadrille pages having both Scott and Ceres numbers in full, partial sets, and singles. The
second binder contains Locals from 1891 to 1900. An unappreciated French colony.
S.B. 550.00
French Polynesia

Totally awesome collection in three Lighthouse binders and slipcases from 1892 to 1990 in a medium carton. Hundreds and
hundreds of mint stamps nicely mounted in black mounts on printed quadrille pages having both Scott and Ceres numbers in full sets,
singles, and souvenir sheets. Appears mostly complete including BOB only lacking some of the varieties. A grand slam offering.
S.B. 2000.00
Germany
/ All of it from a large consignment. The main collection from all areas mixed mint and used to 1994 is fairly well filled with German
States and Colonies strongest. Also includes a small box of “better” early post war sets both mint and used in small quantities. Mixed
condition. Huge aggregate catalog value. Need to be seen in person to fully appreciate. Profuse web photos help prove the value.
S.B. 1050.00
/ Neat, clean, mainly MNH dealer’s stock of Third Reich sets and singles. Includes a smattering of Allied and American occupation
issues. Minimal duplication. Housed in approximately 550 sales cards. Priced optimistically, filed by Michel catalogue number(s). Easy
lot to figure.
S.B. 600.00
/ Fresh, attractive, mainly NH dealer’s stock of post-WWII sets and singles. Housed in approximately 500 sales cards, clearly marked
with a somewhat optimistic price, organized by Michel cataglogue number(s). Minimal duplication.
S.B. 425.00
/ A comprehensive collection, including all periods of Germany proper with BOB, Berlin, and post-WWII American, French, and British issues. Mainly used, neatly hinged in proper order and catalogued according to Scott 2018. Some mint stamps hinged or in mounts.
Minimal duplication. Used Inflation-era stamps require an expert’s eye and verification. Good bread and butter well presented.
S.B. 400.00

A packet makers delight. About a hundred fifty different stamps in various wholesale quantities. Face value of 1.20DM and above,
over fourteen thousand, with a catalog total of over $28,000 (owner’s).
S.B. 200.00

B485-B488 complete booklet sheet (Michel MHB17) of 80 with both sizes of gutters. Shows all the Michel Zusammendrucke issues
(W30-W37, S53-S54, and SZ1,1a, 2, 2a). Folded three times by the post office for shipping. Intact with a couple of perf separations.
Showpiece for the 1972 Olympic collector.
S.B. 100.00
Germany and Area
/ Three cartons filled with a variety of mounted collections and salesbooks. Includes a nice DDR collection in four KA-BE hingeless
albums, a few advanced Berlin collections, lots of 3rd Reich, six salesbooks with some better sets, states and much more. Each book is
worthy of close inspection.
S.B. 2300.00
Germany and Berlin
/ Delightful collection of post-WWII West German and Berlin stamp booklet pages, tete-beches, vertical se-tenants, horizontal setenants, vertical gutter pairs, horizontal gutter pairs, coils, etc. Most MNH. Includes complete and partial booklets. Accurately mounted
and identified according to Michel or Scott catalogue. Can be used to enrich an already existing German collection or to form the basis
of a new specialty.
S.B. 375.00
/ Primarily MNH collection 1950-1959. Mounted on loose Lindner hingeless pages. Berlin appears to be complete for that time
period; Germany lacks only a few items, notably the 1951-52 Posthorn set for completion. Attractive, clean lot worthy of inspection.
S.B. 325.00
East Germany
/ Almost complete collection 1948-1981. MH and MNH on clean Lindner and Safe hingeless pages. Includes BOB. Little effort
necessary to complete country to 1990.
S.B. 450.00
German Areas
/ Holding in stockbook of various German areas, including mainly Danzig. Also features Allenstein, and German colonies. Arranged
in Scott order, often parallel mint and used, and sometimes identified. Condition is above average, but cancels, etc. require an expert’s
eye for evaluation. Sprinkled throughout are commercial and favor covers. Nicely set up for easy processing.
S.B. 650.00
/ Accumulation of approximately 900 stamps. Featuring Third Reich semipostals, early Berlin definitives and commemoratives, early
miscellaneous key issues from the Bundesrepublik. Also includes higher value East German stamps, 1920’s German semipostals, and
a dusting of Marienwerder. Stamps are MNH, MLH, and used. Many of the blue chip items of the 1940’s and 1950’s are present.
S.B. 400.00
/ Germany collection 1875-1949. MNH, MH, and used singles and sets mounted or hinged carefully on like-new Scott specialty
pages in a clean binder. Very nice quality throughout. Attention paid to clarity of cancels. High level of completeness, missing only
the most elusive items. Includes a MH IPOSTA sheet. Contains a stockbook of multiple copies of various post-WWII German stamps
issued under Russian occupation, with emphasis on printing and shade varieties. Also has a file folder featuring selected stamps from
Danzig and Saar. Worth exploring.
S.B. 375.00
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310 // Two cartons of Germany and area runoff from a large consignment. Highlights include: a mundane Minkus Germany and Area
album with a few hundred common stamps, a handful of stockbooks filled for the most part with used and CTO modern stamps with
a high aggregate catalog value, a nifty 1990 specialty book of farewell to the DDR issues, and a heavy lump of First Day cards in year
packs 1978-1990. Just enough fun for the Germany stamp recycler to keep busy for a long weekend.
S.B. 350.00
311

312

313

German States
/ Interesting old time 18 page stockbook filled with German States stamps. More of a collection than a stockbook with each State
sorted from the others. Duplication often with a reason. Highlights include: used Bavaria #8 with cert, 14 with cert, 19 with cert, 21 x2
each with cert, a handful of Bavaria and one Thurn and Taxis covers, and even a Heligoland mint #23 reprint. Includes a little Danzig
and early empire singles in the last two pages. Annotated by a knowledgeable collector. Worth a look.
S.B. 475.00

Thurn and Taxis official reprints from 1910 listed in Scott. 29 different in blocks of four each stamp with no gum and a printed
“ND” in script on the back. High aggregate catalog value. All are shown in the webphotos.
S.B. 80.00
Great Britain
/ Primarily used collection 1840-1936. Starts with #1 and #2. Largely complete, some shingled up for plate types, good representation
of officials. Typical heavy cancels, usual mixed condition. Offered cheaply.
Catalog 31,000.00

314

/

Intriguing grouping of definitives in typical mixed condition, 1840-1948. Multiple copies of most issues. Good opportunity for cancel
and variety hunting. Precisely organized and labeled on dealer cards and pages. Catalogue about $28,000.00.
S.B. 900.00

315



Unusual Post Office Training School selection/assortment from 1937 to the 1980s on stock and blank pages in a binder. Involves
hundreds and hundreds of mint stamps and booklets having enjoyable backup. Includes definitives and postage dues which were meant
for training postal personel. Difficult to find so comprehensive. Do not let this slip away.
S.B. 400.00

316

317

318

319

320

321

322

323

Great Britain and Channel Islands
/ Eight counterbooks from the retired stock of a small Midwestern dealer. Last cataloged and priced in 2014. Not much value in
the classics most of this one’s value resides in the mint singles and sets post 1975. Moderate to heavy duplication in places. Face value
postage in places. Lots of topicals and complete sets.
S.B. 450.00
Guadeloupe
/ Remarkable collection in a Lighthouse binder and slipcase from 1884 to 1947. Contains hundreds and hundreds of mint and used
stamps nicely mounted in black mounts on printed quadrille pages having both Scott and Ceres numbers in full, partial sets, and singles
having good BOB. Includes several different varieties including misspelling and inverted overprint. A comprehensive offering worth
your attention.
S.B. 650.00
Guatemala

UPU presentation packet to Saudi Arabia by the government of Guatemala. MH, 1930’s and 1940’s era. Definitives,
commemoratives, and BOB. Unusual item. Some stamps missing, some stamps slightly stuck to pages. Showpiece for collectors of the
area.
S.B. 375.00
Hungary
/ Collection of a few thousand laid out the European way in five stockbooks. Starts with half a page of Austrian issues with Hungarian town cancels, then mostly used to the end of the empire. Then almost all mint og becoming mint NH to the 1970’s. many complete
sets and souvenir sheets with a bit of duplication. Much lacks freshness or some toning due to its Florida history. Worth inspection.
S.B. 500.00
/ Collection, 1871-1956. Mint and used neatly and expertly hinged onto old album pages. Appears to be fairly complete for the time
period with only the most elusive items missing. Mixed condition on earlies; some stamps require an expert’s evaluation. Includes many
desirable MNH souvenir sheets in glassines. Also has a box of maximum cards from the 1960’s, 1970’s, and 1980’s. Would display
impressively in a new album.
S.B. 475.00
/ Hungary hoard of many thousand’s mainly used housed in large glassines in two cartons. Huge aggregate catalog value. Tremendous duplication. Well organized in little boxes with stamps starting in the 1920’s. If you are a used collector and looking for cancels
this cheap two carton lot may be just for you.
S.B. 200.00
Indochina

Impressive collection in a Lighthouse binder and slipcase from 1904 to 1946. Encompasses hundreds and hundreds of mint stamps
nicely mounted in black mounts on printed quadrille pages having both Scott and Ceres numbers in full, partial sets, and singles having
excellent BOB. Highlights entail #24-40 and 41-58. Involves several different varieties and millesimes (gutters with numbers). Inspiring
collection not often seen so comprehensive.
S.B. 500.00
Iran


Approximately a hundred glassines holding mint og or NH sets and Shah definitives. More NH than not and many having the
common brownish gum. Runs from the mid 1950’s to the early 1960’s with a few duplicated.
Catalog 3440.00
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Ireland

Nice two volume collection of a few hundred to the mid 1990’s in KA-BE hingeless albums with dust cases. Essentially complete
less the Seahorses. Mixed NH and og to the late 1930’s then all NH. F-VF or better throughout.
Catalog 4245.00

325

/

326

Israel
/

327

/

328

Italy
/

329

/

330

331

332

333

334

Five counterbooks and a cigar box of 103 size cards from the retired stock of a small Midwestern dealer. Last cataloged in 2014
at around $9,750.00. Not much value in the classics no seahorses, most of its value resides in the mint singles and sets (much NH)
from a more modern era. Moderate to heavy duplication in places.
S.B. 700.00
Collections in seven White Ace binders. Hundreds and hundreds of stamps in full, partial sets, and singles. Consists of a mostly complete mint collection in black mounts from 1948 to 1999, a used custom-organized collection1948 to 1994, and a mint tab collection
1948 to 1999.
S.B. 850.00
Old school White Ace mint Tab Block and Plate Block collection 1948-1970 in five binders and leaking out of a sixth. Tab blocks
include # 10-14, 15, 25, 27, 35-36, 48-51, 55 plus Plate blocks # 15, 25, 27, 28-30, 35-36, 48-51, 55 with many more specialty items
(tete-beche etc.) included. Mainly trapped in heavy duty mounts, but all (just a few) examined were NH. Huge catalog in just the scarce
items. Will fill many spaces in an Israel specialized collection.
S.B. 475.00
Collection from 1862 to 1992. Hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, and singles. Rudimentary
collection helpful to explore your Italian heritage or to start collection a new country.
S.B. 400.00
Stockbook of mostly post WW II mint to 1959 having hundreds appearing to be in full, partial sets, and singles. Super for completing
this period in your collection and then recycle the extras.
S.B. 400.00

Italy-Aegean Islands
/ Dealer’s stock on a couple dozen 6-ring sales pages and around seventy-five 102 size sales cards. The value is nicely spread out
among the general issues and the various islands. Includes many of the common design types with especially beneficial Garibaldis.
Mostly mint surrounding some used which needs close inspection to critique the owner’s catalog of $7960.
S.B. 600.00
Italy and Areas
/ A helpful dealer’s stock on over fifty 6-ring sales pages and over fifty 102 size sales cards. The strength is in the Fascist period but
also value in the states and early unified era. Very little postwar. Minimal duplication. Overall above average condition. Owner’s 2018
catalog value is $11,500 which needs a touch of discounting for possible dubious. Set up for easy processing.
S.B. 800.00
/

Grouping of classic singles and sets from Italy, colonies, offices abroad, etc. MNH, MH, and used. Stamps are housed in 35 homemade sales cards and identified by Scott catalogue number and value. Careful inspection required as we found some discrepancies.
Attractive stamps present, but condition varies.
S.B. 450.00

Italian Areas

Outstanding all mint collection of several thousand different housed in mounts on Scott official pages. Encompasses offices,
colonies, Adriatic Islands, Fiume, Trieste, occupations and a sprinkling of states. Includes loads of complete sets. A rare opportunity to
acquire such an advanced collection with many illusive items.
S.B. 3500.00
Italian Colonies
/ Dealer’s stock of a couple thousand mostly different on sales pages or cards. All medium to better grade sets and key values. Includes
mainly mint and the quality is well above average. Should appeal to a collector or dealer.
Catalog 17,200.00
Dealer’s stock on over thirty 6-ring sales pages and about fifty 102 size sales cards. Value well distributed but maybe a little more
in the Turkey. All medium to better level retail items. Condition mixed in spots, much saleable throughout. Owner’s 2018 catalog
$9,100.
S.B. 650.00

335

/

336

Japan
/

337

Korea
/

338

Liberia

Batch of twenty different unusual items. Includes imperfs, proofs, inverts and more. All F-VF.
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A manageable dealer’s stock of sets and singles, Scott #89//692. Reasonable duplication. Chiefly MNH and MH, but some used with
clear cancels. Easy to work into your stock of this popular area.
S.B. 1000.00
Slightly disassembled Korean collection, including numerous souvenir sheets, 1962-1976. Mint singles and sets are hinged onto
quadrille pages; souvenir sheets reside in glassines and appear to be MNH. Very complete for the time period. Perfect start to a new
collecting area or readily saleable.
S.B. 550.00
S.B. 100.00
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339

340

341

342

343

344
345

346

347

348

349

350

Liechtenstein
/ Two collections of all different. First is mostly mint and lightly hinged containing most issues including regular and BOB stamps to
1963. Second collection is housed in a hingeless album with many spaces filled to 1974; some stamps are lightly or heavily hinged,
and a few items appear to be stuck to the mounts. Both collections feature a representative sampling, but both lack the most expensive
items. Intermediate collections with much potential for expansion.
S.B. 375.00
Madagascar
/ Marvelous collection in a Lighthouse binder and slipcase from 1889 to 1957. Hundreds and hundreds of mainly mint stamps neatly
mounted in black mounts on printed quadrille pages having both Scott and Ceres numbers in full, partial sets, and singles having super
BOB. Includes inverted centers and several other varieties. Wonderful offering.
S.B. 550.00
Malta
/

Collection in a binder on Scott pages from 1860 to 1989. Hundreds and hundreds of mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, and
singles nicely mounted in black mounts. Good foundation for a pleasant Maltese collection waiting for completion and continuation.
S.B. 550.00

Martinique
/ Extraordinary collection in a Lighthouse binder and slipcase from 1886 to 1947. Contains hundreds and hundreds of mostly mint
but with some used stamps nicely mounted in black mounts on printed quadrille pages having both Scott and Ceres numbers in full,
partial sets, and singles having super BOB. Highlights involve mint #11 with Friedl certificate, 33-53, and 56-61. A magnificent collection which would really look “fine” on your shelf.
S.B. 650.00
Mexico
/ A comprehensive collection of several thousand to the late 1960’s in a Scott specialty album (the early part) and a Lighthouse
hingeless album. The earlies are mostly used with many items duplicated one on top of the other which should appeal to the specialist.
It becomes more and more mint to all mint with sometimes used duplicated underneath in the mount. The airmails are again mostly
mint and highlighted by the 1935 Amelia Earhart overprint with an APS certificate. Condition is about average. A most desirable lot.
S.B. 3750.00
/ Solid collection of many hundred mostly different to the 1970’s in a stockbook. The regular issues are mixed mint and used to the
late 1930’s then all mint to the end. The airmails are essentially all mint and the officials are much the same as the regulars. Not to be
missed.
S.B. 1200.00
/ An intermediate collection of several hundred different in a Minkus album up to 1988. Balanced contents of mint and used. Ideal
collection to build upon.
S.B. 300.00
Netherlands
/ Collection from 1876 to 1996 in three White Ace binders having hundreds and hundreds of mint stamps in full, partial sets, singles,
and souvenir sheets nicely mounted in black mounts. Also involves a binder of mostly booklets from Queen Juliana and Beatrix issues
having some backup. A nice collection waiting for completion and continuation.
S.B. 450.00
Netherlands and Colonies
/ Five Davo hingeless albums and slipcases in one carton. Entails hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps in full, partial
sets, singles, and souvenir sheets. Involves two for the Netherlands having one from 1852 to 1945 with a used #101 and the other from
1969 to 1985. The best is from the colonies consisting of one album for Surinam from 1873 to 1974 and two albums for the Antilles
from 1873 to 1989. A real Dutch treat.
S.B. 1000.00
New Caledonia
/ Outstanding collection in a Lighthouse binder and slipcase from 1859 to 1972. Comprises hundreds and hundreds of mint and used
stamps nicely mounted in black mounts on printed quadrille pages having both Scott and Yvert numbers in full, partial sets, and singles.
Highlights include mint #40-58, 217-251, 180-181 and used on piece. Also contains some varieties including inverted overprints and
millesimes (gutters with numbers). Check it out.
S.B. 1200.00
New Hebrides

Terrific collection in a Lighthouse binder and slipcase from 1908 to 1979. Incorporates hundreds and hundreds of mint stamps neatly
mounted in black mounts on printed quadrille pages in full, partial sets, singles, souvenir sheets, and booklets. A mostly complete collection that would look super on your shelf.
S.B. 350.00
New Zealand
/ Mainly mint collection in a hodge podge of albums, stockbooks and a pizza size box filled with stamps circa 1860-2014. The
owner cataloged everything included in this large carton back in 2016/17 and it came to just over $13,000.00 cat. Which needs a little
adjustment for face postage, mint and used duplicates, accounting errors, and recent catalog downgrades, faults, etc. Mixed mint and
used. Disjointed but fairly complete mint 1930-2014. High face value. Missing most of the early power and Chalon Heads, but does
include a “Laughing Boy” charity set and many souvenir and mini sheets. A set of new hingeless albums would be an appropriate addition.
S.B. 1400.00
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351

352

353

354
355
356

Newfoundland
/ Small all-powerful selection on four manila stock pages in a pizza-size box. Around 200 mainly mint but also some used stamps
offering an opportunity to upgrade or fill in those empty spaces in your collection; then recycle the rest.
S.B. 1000.00
Norway
/ A most useful collector’s collection of many hundreds in two Lighthouse albums with issues to 1995. Starts mostly used in somewhat mixed condition to the turn of the century. Then, mixed mint and used to the 2nd World War followed by essentially all mint with
much NH to the end. Some stamps are duplicated mint/used on top one another.
S.B. 450.00
Papua
/

Poland
/ Mint and cancelled on May 18, 1946 imperforate souvenir sheets on greyish paper of the Polish Corps in Italy. Revenue sales were
to benefit the widows and children of fallen soldiers.
S.B. 65.00

Three color proofs from August 8, 1942 for the Polish Forces in Russia during WW II stamp known as “STAN”.
S.B. 50.00

Six mint General Sikorski Mourning labels issued on July 15, 1943 by the Prisoners of War in Camp IIC-Woldenberg. S.B. 50.00

357

/

358
359




360



361



362
363




364

/

365

366

367

368

369

Stockbook assortment from 1901 to 1931. Hundreds of mainly mint stamps having BOB and joyful backup. What Gibbons varieties
might be hiding here make this a must view lot for the specialist.
S.B. 600.00

Polish Forces in Russia “dojdziemy” mint stamps from August 1942 comprising a sheet of six, a tete-beche pair, and three singles
of which one is cancelled.
S.B. 50.00
Proofs and color trials of the Polish 2nd Corp in Italy issued in pairs.
S.B. 50.00
Proofs on heavy paper in blocks of four of the Polish Corps in Italy stamps. Slightly cancelled in 1946. Includes an extra mint block
of four 55 gr. perforate regular issue.
S.B. 50.00
Polish Forces in Russia “dojdziemy” (We’ll get there) mint stamps issued for usage at the Fieldpost there on August 18, 1942.
Includes a sheet of six, three pairs, and two singles.
S.B. 50.00
Polish Forces in Russia “dojdziemy” stamps from August 1942 consisting of a cancelled sheet of four which includes a tete-beche
pair.
S.B. 50.00
Cancelled on June 4, 1946 by Fieldpost #136 imperforate souvenir sheet on white paper of the Polish Corp in Italy.
S.B. 40.00
Polish Corps in Italy mint perforate airmail stamps issued on May 18, 1946. Consists of two singles of which one has an inverted
overprint and a blocks of four.
S.B. 40.00
Polish Forces in Russia “dojdziemy” stamps from August 1942 consisting of a cancelled sheet of six, two proofs, and a sheet of
one.
S.B. 40.00

Reunion
/ Out of sight collection in a Lighthouse binder and slipcase from 1885 to 1974. Encompasses hundreds and hundreds of mint and
used stamps neatly mounted in black mounts on printed quadrille pages having both Scott and Ceres numbers in full, partial sets, and
singles having strong BOB. Highlights include mint #34-52 and C39-41 and many mid-range sets. Well worth your time for slow viewing.
S.B. 650.00
Russia
/

Stock of several thousand neatly arranged in glassines. Runs from the first issues to 2006. Some duplication but the vast majority is
very low and overall shouldn’t affect calculating the value. Many complete sets with much NH and condition is top notch throughout.
Catalog 18,800.00

Somali Coast
/ Out of this world collection in a Lighthouse binder and slipcase from 1894 to 1967. Involves hundreds and hundreds of mainly
mint stamps nicely mounted in black mounts on printed quadrille pages having both Scott and Ceres numbers in full, partial sets, and
singles having out of sight BOB. Also includes imperforates, color varieties, inverted centers etc. Highlights entail mint #4, 6-22, 27
with APS certificate 33fg, and APS Certificate. One of the nicest Somali Coast collection that we have handled in quite some time. Do
not let this one get away.
S.B. 1200.00
Sweden
/ Mostly complete collection, 1855-1979, lacking only the most elusive items. MNH, MH, or used; hinged or mounted on clean selfgenerated album pages or Minkus pages. Meticulous order and excellent condition. Also has a few stamps and covers, 1980-2015.
Attentive inspection is recommended.
S.B. 1000.00
Switzerland
/ Ten partial collections of Swiss commemoratives, definitives, semipostals, airmails, and postage dues, along with various official
stamps. 1850’s to 1980’s. MH, MNH, and used. Condition varies, but mostly F-VF. Huge amount of material and massive catalogue
value. Good opportunity to acquire a large stock of Swiss stamps for retail sale or to put together a better than average collection of
Switzerland.
S.B. 800.00
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/

Scott Specialty album from 1850 to 1940. Hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, singles, and
souvenir sheets having BOB. A basic collection helpful to enter the collecting world of Swiss stamps.
S.B. 500.00

371

/

372

/

373

/

A comprehensive collection, including BOB, 1900-1961. Mainly MH and used. Neatly hinged on Minkus specialty pages, some stamps
in mounts. Slightly remaindered. Small number of FDCs, special event covers, and multilingual issues. A nice lot to build on.
S.B. 400.00
Three-ring binder filled with thousands of definitives, commemoratives, airmails, semipostals, and postage dues. Organized in
part by Scott catalogue number and/or year. Contains MH, MNH, and used. Condition varies, but mainly F-VF. Lots of value. Could
be used to form the basis of a good intermediate collection.
S.B. 325.00
Group of nine specialty items identified on cards includes essays, specimens etc.. Nice for the specialist.
S.B. 100.00

374

Syria
/

Fairly full intermediate accumulation of Syria, 1919-1957. MNH, MH, and used, mounted on somewhat worn Minkus and Frenchlanguage album pages. Also a small holding of singles and sets on Heco sales pages, especially overprinted stamps of the French 1924
Olympics Games Issue. Perfect for further expansion or easy processing into a dealer’s stock.
S.B. 450.00

Ukraine
375 // Accumulation of cinderellas and event covers mainly from the 1960s to the 1990s in two cartons. Hundreds and hundreds of mostly
mint labels in full sets, singles, souvenir, and full sheets having bountiful backup in several stockbooks, binders, and a large sheet file.
Most of the covers are in “magnetic” scrap books; so examination is recommended. A most useful and unusual offering of Ukrainian
material.
S.B. 200.00
Vatican City

Selection from 1929 to the early 1970s in two cartons. Involves thousands of mint stamps in full, partial sets, singles, and sheets
including BOB having lots of multiples nicely identified, priced, and organized in sequential order by the collector in window envelopes
and small boxes. Highlights entails one set of #35-40. One of the largest collector organized accumulation from the Vatican that we
have handled in a while.
S.B. 650.00
377

Collection in a binder on Scott pages from 1929 to 1999. Comprises hundreds and hundreds of mint stamps mainly in full sets, souvenir sheets and singles neatly mounted in black mounts. All you need is the “keys.” Ready for continuation to contemporary times.
Coming along for the ride is a rudimentary UN collection in a binder from a well-known promotion company.
S.B. 500.00
376

378
379

380

Venezuela

Thirteen different Coat of Arms sets. All NH F-VF.

S.B. 250.00

Wallis and Futuna Islands

Awesome collection in a Lighthouse binder and slipcase from 1920 to 1984. Hundreds and hundreds of mint stamps nicely mounted
in black mounts on printed quadrille pages having both Scott and Ceres catalog numbers in full, partial sets, and singles. Highlights
include #94-126 and J24-36 and strong BOB. Ready for continuation and completion.
S.B. 550.00
Yugoslavia
/ Collection in four Schaubek hingeless albums and slipcases from 1919 to 2000. Comprises hundreds and hundreds of mint and
used stamps in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets. Albums two and three from 1962 to the end are mint and complete. The
fourth album is the BOB while the first album is a sparse at the beginning. Also includes two loaded stockbooks having contemporary
souvenir sheets and sheetlets many not in the albums as well as a small assortment of booklets.
S.B. 400.00

GENERAL FOREIGN COLLECTIONS, ACCUMULATIONS, AND STOCKS
Lots 381-427 are from an old friend from Northern Kentucky who was once a very active dealer yet always a collector. Each lot is
a Scott International unpicked album, either a single volume or a grouping of albums. He has been working on these collections
for many years so some of them are collapsing under their own weight. They generally run mint and used up to the year 2000
either mounted or hinged on clean pages. The owner’s catalog values are from 2014 and by in large correct. Overall condition
is good and would upgraded when possible.
381

/

382

/

383

/

Aden to Antigua on clean pages having mint stamps and used in full, partial sets, and singles. Owner’s 2014 catalog of $9,868.
The best are Andorra and Antigua followed by Albania, and Aden. Set for selling by the album or for dividing into terrific country folder
collections.
S.B. 650.00
Argentina through Australian States. Clean pages lots of mint. Many in sets. Australia (with some parallel mint and used pages
included), AAT, and Australian States are strong. Owner’s 2014 catalog $17,500. Also includes less impressive collections of Ascension, Argentina, and Armenia.
S.B. 1100.00
Austria to Bechuanaland on clean pages having mint stamps and used in full, partial sets, and singles. Owner’s 2014 catalog of
$16,514. The best by catalog are Austria, Bahamas, and Barbados. Constructed for dispensing into marketable country folder collections.
S.B. 700.00
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/
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/

388

/

389

/

390

/

391

/

392

/

393

/

394

/

395

/

396

/

397

/

398

/

399

/

400

/

401

/

402

/

403

/

404

/

405

/

406

/

407

/

408

/

409

/
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Belgium through Benin. Both are strong. Belize and Ruanda Urundi along for the ride. Clean pages lots of mint. Many in sets.
Owner’s 2014 catalog $11,600.
S.B. 850.00
Bermuda through Burma. Bermuda is strongest followed by British Honduras, Brunei, Bulgaria, Bolivia, BIOT, and Burma. Bosnia and
Herzegovina, Bhutan, and Botswana also worth mentioning. Clean pages lots of mint. Many in sets. Owner’s 2014 catalog $9,250.
S.B. 700.00
Brazil to British Guiana on sparkling pages having mint stamps and used in full, partial sets, and singles. Owner’s 2014 catalog of
$6,642. The best are Brazil, British Guiana, and British Antarctic Territory. Ready to rock and rock as country folder collections.
S.B. 375.00
Burkina Faso through Cayman Islands. Canada is strongest followed by Cayman Islands, Burundi, and Burkina Faso. Cambodia,
Cape of Good Hope, and Cameroun also worth mentioning. Clean pages lots of mint. Many in sets. Owner’s 2014 catalog $12,100.
S.B. 900.00
China through Colombia. Clean pages lots of mint. Many in sets. China, ROC, and PRC are strong. Owner’s 2014 catalog $6,940.
Also includes less impressive collections of Christmas Is., Cocos Is., and Colombia.
S.B. 700.00
Central Africa Republic to Chile and Grenada to Guatemala in two albums on clean pages having mint stamps and used in full,
partial sets, and singles. Owner’s 2014 catalog of $7,133. The best are Ceylon, Grenada, Chad, Grenada, and Central African Republic.
Ready to divide into profitable country folder collections.
S.B. 375.00
Comoro Islands to Cyprus on clean pages having mint stamps and used in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets. Owner’s
2014 catalog of $8,927. The best are Cyprus, Cuba, Costa Rica, and Cook Islands. Easy to make into country folder collections.
S.B. 500.00
Czechoslovakia through Dominica. Clean pages lots of mint. Many in sets. Czechoslovakia, Denmark, and Dominica are the stronger.
Owner’s 2014 catalog $5,619. Also includes less impressive collections of Danzig and Dahomey.
S.B. 425.00
Egypt to Ethiopia on clean pages having mint stamps and used in full, partial sets, singles and souvenir sheets. Owner’s 2014 catalog
of $6,869. The best by far is Egypt/UAR followed by Ethiopia. Ready to sell by country folder collections or by the album.
S.B. 450.00
Falkland Islands through Finland. Clean pages lots of mint. Falkland Islands, Faroes, Fiji, and Finland are all strong. Owner’s 2014
catalog 10,000+. Four strong country collections for resale.
S.B. 750.00
France and Colonies on clean pages having mint stamps and used in full, partial sets, and singles. Owner’s 2014 catalog of $17,395.
Wonderful for making French colonies folder collections.
S.B. 1000.00
Gambia to Gold Coast on sparkling pages having mint stamps and used in full, partial sets, and singles. Owner’s 2014 catalog of
$6,330. The best is Gibraltar followed by Gambia and Gold Coast. Suitable for selling as country folder collections or by the album.
S.B. 400.00
Germany through Georgia. Almost all of the value in the thousands of German area stamps. Clean pages lots of mint. Many in sets.
States and Offices are stronger than DDR. Owner’s 2014 catalog $17,000. The Georgia group is an afterthought.
S.B. 1100.00
Great Britain and BOB on clean pages having mint stamps and used in full, partial sets, and singles. Owner’s 2014 catalog of $11,310.
Good rudimentary collection ready for completion and continuation.
S.B. 400.00
Guernsey to Greenland on clean pages having mint stamps and used in full, partial sets, singles and souvenir sheets. Owner’s 2014
catalog of $8,253. The best is Greece and then the Channel Islands. Super candidates for making into country collections.
S.B. 500.00
Guinea to Haiti on sparkling pages having mint stamps and used in full, partial sets, and singles. Owner’s 2014 catalog of $2,203.
The best are Guyana and Guinea. Super for constructing bourse country folder collections.
S.B. 190.00
Jamaica to Kuwait on sparkling pages having mint stamps and used in full, partial sets, and singles. Owner’s 2014 catalog of $7,172.
The best is Jamaica followed by Jugoslavia and KUT. Right for distributing into saleable and money-making country folder collections.
S.B. 450.00
Japan through Laos. Clean pages lots of mint. Many in sets. Korea and Japan are strong. Owner’s 2014 catalog 10,400+. Also includes a little less impressive collection of Laos.
S.B. 750.00
Honduras to Hungary on sparkling pages having mint stamps and used in full, partial sets, singles and souvenir sheets. Owner’s 2014
catalog of $9,988. The best is Hong Kong and then Hungary. Tremendous candidates for country folder collections.
S.B. 650.00
Iceland through Indochina. Only three countries with the strongest India sandwiched between the other two Strong throughout. Clean
pages lots of mint. Many in sets. Owner’s 2014 catalog $4,600.
S.B. 425.00
Indonesia to Iraq and Dominican Republic to Ecuador in two albums on clean pages having mint stamps and used in full, partial
sets, and singles. Owner’s 2014 catalog of $6,832. The best are Ecuador, Dominican Republic, and Iran. Set up to break down into
saleable country folder collections.
S.B. 450.00
Ireland and only Ireland to 2002. Strong throughout. Clean pages lots of mint. Many in sets. Owner’s 2014 catalog $5,300.
S.B. 550.00
Israel and Ivory Coast on clean pages having mint stamps and used in full, partial sets, and singles. Owner’s 2014 catalog of $2,684.
The best is Israel.
S.B. 150.00
Italy on clean pages having mint stamps and used in full, partial sets, and singles. Owner’s 2014 catalog of $11,417. Excellent rudimentary collection ready for completion and continuation.
S.B. 375.00
Labuan through Maldives. Clean pages lots of mint. Many in sets. Malay Area with over half the value. Luxembourg also strong.
Owner’s 2014 catalog $9,900. Also includes less impressive collections of Madagascar, Macao, and Maldive Islands. S.B. 700.00
Latvia through Liberia. Liberia is strongest followed by Lebanon, Liechtenstein, Leeward Islands, Lithuania, and Lesotho. Clean
pages lots of mint. Used in places. Many in sets. Owner’s 2014 catalog $5,200.
S.B. 500.00
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/

Mali to Montserrat on clean pages having mint stamps and used in full, partial sets, singles and souvenir sheets. Owner’s 2014 catalog
of $8,652 The best is Mauritius, Malta, and Montserrat. Terrific candidates for country folder collections.
S.B. 550.00
Monaco and only Monaco. Clean pages lots of mint. Many in sets. Strong throughout. Owner’s 2014 catalog $10,300+. Lots of
premium sets through 2008.
S.B. 850.00
Morocco to Netherlands Antilles on sparkling pages having mint stamps and used in full, partial sets, singles and souvenir sheets.
Owner’s 2014 catalog of $5,204. The best is Netherlands, Netherlands Antilles followed Natal. Fantastic candidates for selling by
country folder collections.
S.B. 350.00
Nevis to New Zealand on sparkling pages having mint stamps and used in full, partial sets, and singles. Owner’s 2014 catalog of
$14,226. Condition of the classics vary; so inspection required. The best are New Zealand, Newfoundland, and New Caledonia. Candidates for country folder collections.
S.B. 500.00
Niger to Nyssa and Nicaragua in two albums on sparkling pages having mint stamps and used in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets. Owner’s 2014 catalog of $12, 681. The best are Norway and Nicaragua. Appropriate to sell by the album or to split into
country folder collections.
S.B. 700.00
Oman to Rwanda on clean pages having mint stamps and used in full, partial sets, and singles. Owner’s 2014 catalog of $11,813. The
best are Romania, Rhodesia, Pakistan, and Portugal. Appropriate for breaking down into country folder collections.
S.B. 500.00

Palau to Peru on clean pages having mint stamps and used in full, partial sets, and singles. Owner’s 2014 catalog of $3,854. The best
are Papua-New Guinea and Peru Fitting for dividing into saleable and profitable country folder collections.
S.B. 240.00
Philippines to Poland and Mexico in two albums on clean pages having mint stamps and used in full, partial sets, and singles. Owner’s
2014 catalog of $6,841. The best are Mexico followed by Poland and the Philippines. Fitting to sell by the album or to split into country
folder collections.
S.B. 400.00
Russia on clean pages having mint stamps and used in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets. Owner’s 2014 catalog of $8,000.
Nice collection ready for completion and continuation.
S.B. 500.00
St. Vincent to Saudi Arabia on clean pages having mint stamps and used in full, partial sets, and singles. Owner’s 2014 catalog of
$10,699. The best are Salvador, St. Vincent, San Marino, and Sarawak. The album binding is loose, and the medal part is a little rusted.
Ready to add to your worldwide collection or to break up into country folder collections.
S.B. 600.00
Saar to St. Thomas and Prince Islands on clean pages having mint stamps and used in full, partial sets, and singles. Owner’s 2014
catalog of $5,924. The best is St. Helena followed by St. Lucia, Saar, and St Kitts. Ready for dissection into saleable country folder
collections.
S.B. 375.00
Senegal to Somaliland Protectorate on clean pages having mint stamps and used in full, partial sets, and singles. Owner’s 2014 catalog
of $9,091. The best are Singapore, Seychelles, Sierra Leone, and Solomon Islands. Set up for creating nice country folder collections.
S.B. 550.00
South Africa to Southwest Africa on clean pages having mint stamps and used in full, partial sets, and singles. Owner’s 2014 catalog
of $5,672 The best are South Africa and Southwest Africa. Wonderful for making country folder collections.
S.B. 350.00
Spain & Colonies to Swaziland on sparkling pages having mint stamps and used in full, partial sets, and singles. Owner’s 2014 catalog
of $6,388. The best are Spain & Colonies and Sudan. Tailor made for making country folder collections.
S.B. 550.00
Sweden through Togo. Clean pages lots of mint. Many in sets. Sweden and Switzerland are strong. Owner’s 2014 catalog 10,400+.
Also includes less impressive collections of Tanganyika, Tanzania, and Togo.
S.B. 750.00
Tokelau to Tunisia and Turks and Caicos to Vanuatu in two albums on clean pages having mint stamps and used in full, partial sets,
and singles. Owner’s 2014 catalog of $7,342. The best are Tristan da Cunha and Turks and Caicos. Suitable to subdivide into country
folder collections.
S.B. 450.00
Turkey and only Turkey to 2000. Strong throughout. Clean pages lots of mint. Many in sets. Owner’s 2014 catalog $8,500.
S.B. 750.00
Vatican to Zululand on sparkling pages having mint stamps and used in full, partial sets, and singles. Owner’s 2014 catalog of $10,184.
The best is the Vatican, followed by the Virgin Islands, and Zanzibar. Easy to divide into country collections.
S.B. 650.00
Lots 428-461 are from a well respected, beloved Midwest stamp show dealer who is retiring after an illustrious multi-decade
career. All are 102 size sales cards in red boxes. This is not your typical stock as the dealer stored his entire stock stored in a
tightly controlled inventory setting resulting in a higher than average retail price structure. Includes both mint and used with
some moderate duplication. Mainly sets or key values with most of the catalog value of $10.00 or higher. The catalog tabulation
is fairly recent from a variety of years. As with any stock there is bound to be some discrepancies in identification, forgeries,
etc., but buy in large much more accurate than most. A great opportunity for a turnkey operation.

428
429
430
431
432
433
434
435
436
437

/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/

“A” countries about seventeen different. About 650 cards.Strong in Albania, Andorra and various British.
“A” countries. Almost all Australia and Austria. Almost 600 cards.
“B” countries. Over 600 cards. strong in various British and Belgium.
“B” and “C” countries. Around 600 cards. Most of the value is in Canada and then the Provinces.
“B” countries. Over 600 cards. Mainly British and South America.
“C” countries. A bit under 600 cards. Good section of China.
“C” and ”D” countries. Over 600 cards. Includes good Denmark and Cyprus.
“D” to “F” countries about 650 cards. Best is Denmark, Egypt and Falkland Islands.
“F” countries approximately 500 cards. All France and colonies.
“F” countries around 550 cards. Most valuable is France and Finland.

S.B. 1100.00
S.B. 750.00
S.B. 1300.00
S.B. 1350.00
S.B. 900.00
S.B. 1100.00
S.B. 1300.00
S.B. 1300.00
S.B. 1800.00
S.B. 600.00
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“G” countries around 550 cards. Strongest in Great Britain followed by Greece and Greenland.
“G” countries around 450 cards. Almost all Germany and areas.
“G” countries nearly 600 cards. Over half is Berlin and DDR.
“G” and “H” countries. Over 500 cards. Strong Hong Kong and Hungary.
“I” countries. Over 600 cards. By far the strongest in Italy regular issues and her areas.
“I” countries, almost 600 cards. Best is Iceland plus good Indonesia and Iran.
“I” to “K” countries. About 600 cards, strongest in Italy BOB plus good British and Asia.
“K” to “L” countries. Around 600 cards. Good British, Arab countries and Liechtenstein.
“L” and “M” countries. Almost 600 cards. Good Luxembourg and British.
“M” countries. Approximately 500 cards. Mauritius, Mexico and Monaco are the best.
“M” and “N” countries. About 550 cards. By far the most valuable is the Netherlands.
“N” countries. About 600 cards. Good Dutch and British colonies especially New South Wales and New Zealand.
“N” countries. Nearly 600 cards. Mostly various British and Norway.
“N” to “P” countries. Approximately 650 cards. Mostly British and Latin America.
“P” counties. Over 600 cards. Portugal is the best, also good Philippines, Pitcairn and Poland.
“P” to “S” countries. Around 600 cards. Good Romania, Russia and Saar.
“S” countries. Strong British overall, along with useful Spain.
“S” countries. Over 600 cards. Overall good British plus useful Saudi Arabia and Italian areas.
“S” countries. About 650 cards. Very strong in British and French colonies.
“S” and “T” countries. Easily 600 cards. Mainly Sweden and Switzerland but also notable Thailand.
“T” countries. Around 600 cards. Mostly British and French colonies plus nice Thailand and Turkey.
“T” to “V” countries. Over 600 cards. Good contemporary British along with Uruguay and Vatican.
“V” and “W” countries. A bit under 600 cards. Notable Vatican, Venezuela, Vietnam and Wallis.
“Y” and “Z” countries. A short box of maybe 200 cards. Yugoslavia is the best.

S.B. 900.00
S.B. 650.00
S.B. 600.00
S.B. 500.00
S.B. 1200.00
S.B. 1200.00
S.B. 1600.00
S.B. 2100.00
S.B. 900.00
S.B. 1050.00
S.B. 1100.00
S.B. 1350.00
S.B. 1200.00
S.B. 1400.00
S.B. 1200.00
S.B. 1400.00
S.B. 1500.00
S.B. 1100.00
S.B. 750.00
S.B. 750.00
S.B. 1350.00
S.B. 950.00
S.B. 900.00
S.B. 325.00

462

/

A stock from a long ago closed Manhattan retail store. Includes roughly 400 linear inches of primarily new issues from the 1960’s
to mid 1970’s which hasn’t seen the light of day for over forty years. Strong Africa, Asia (no PRC) and Europe with loads of topicals
from around the world. Plenty of duplication to make or fill want lists. All sorted and identified in glassines which has gotten somewhat
out of order through the years and from shipping. The glassines are of various sizes which makes it difficult to evaluate so, plan on
spending some time on this one to come up with the right number it will be worth the effort.
S.B. 3500.00

463

/

464

/

465

/

Clean, mainly MH and MNH dealer’s stock of worldwide sets and singles. All medium to better grade retail items with owner’s
catalog of $35,000.00. Includes early to recent. Minimal duplication. Somewhat disorganized. Housed in approximately 450 sales cards.
Each card marked with Scott catalogue number(s) and a price from an unknown year. Attractive lot of very saleable material.
S.B. 3500.00
Very clean dealer’s stock arranged in twenty-three counterbooks. Mostly 20th century with a wide variety of countries represented,
popular and not so popular. All complete sets or individual values. Includes mostly mint with much NH. Some duplication, which if
any, is low. Everything has a catalog value but no price. Just pick a percentage for easy retail.
S.B. 3500.00
Clean, mainly MH and MNH dealer’s stock of worldwide sets and singles. Owner’s catalogue $26,000.00. All medium to better grade
retail items. Includes early to recent. Minimal duplication. Somewhat disorganized. Housed in approximately 550 sales cards. Each card
marked with Scott catalogue number(s) and price from an unknown year. Nice lot with many delightful stamps.
S.B. 2600.00

Large carton of very mixed up desirable sets, singles, and souvenir sheets on salescards, stockpages, and in glassines. Clean, attractive remnants of a former dealer’s stock. Many mint sets throughout. Some duplication. Includes classic and modern issues. Large
number of Western European items, plus groupings of U.S., Asia, and British Commonwealth. Catalogued and priced according to a
recent edition of Scott. Great lot for internet or show dealer.
S.B. 2400.00
467 / Monstrous postage due selection from the late 19th Century to the 1980s in one carton. Thousands and thousands of mixed mint and
used stamps in full and partial sets having enjoyable backup. Majority of the stamps ae sound but there does exist some having minor
flaws. Arranged nicely in six thick and one skinny stockbooks already identified and cataloged using several year-old values. Includes
Great Britain and colonies, Asia, Eastern, Western Europe, France and colonies, Central, South America, Africa, Middle East, and United
States. Hundreds and hundreds of people hours have been completed for your benefit. An unusual holding.
S.B. 2000.00
468 / Tens of thousands of mostly common mixed mint and used stamps having enormous backup in twenty of our largest cartons.
Organized mainly in 102 sales cards and loosely in ABC order in long green file, red, or short baseball card boxes plus miscellany.
Older catalog values for reference only. Contains partial sets, singles, and possible some full sets from the 1880s to the 1980s. If you
like quantities of bulk stamps, this lot will be calling your name to buy.
S.B. 1800.00
469 // All the remaining general foreign mainly in albums from the “Hawk Eye” estate in eight heavy cartons. Dozens of country specific
collections in expensive hingeless albums of all types. Highlights include an advanced DDR collection of mainly used stamps to 1980,
Belgium, Scandinavia (Iceland is best followed by Finland, Sweden, Greenland, and Norway), topical groups, and covers. Over twenty
of these albums as received. Plenty of sleepers plus many of these could be marketed individually. Huge aggregate catalog value with
very little tare. Clean and ready for pricing and recycling. Lots to like in a job lot like this.
S.B. 1600.00
470 / Two cartons filled with a variety of mounted collections and salesbooks. Useful throughout to break down and sell at shows or the
internet at $20 to a few hundred dollars per book. Strong in Europe with a good mix and if catalog is your thing, you’ll surely like this
one because the total very high.
S.B. 1500.00
466

/
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471

/

472

/

473

/

474

/

475

/

476

/

477

/

A-V mainly mint souvenir sheet and large piece assortment in two large binders having around 100 total pages and a medium size
pizza box from the 1930s to the 1990s in a medium carton. Already identified having several year old catalog values. Has some “better”
material but inspection required as condition as faults and defects will be a factor on several items. Arranged nicely for instant interest
sales.
S.B. 1250.00
Worldwide dealer’s stock displayed on sales cards and catalogued according to Scott. High total retail value. Partially organized
with intermediate or better items. Many MNH, some MH and used. Large groups of eastern Europe, Monaco, Portugal, Russia, Scandinavia. Other countries present. Terrific lot which would sell set by set.
S.B. 1250.00
Fifteen worldwide counter books mainly from the early 1900s to the 1990s in one large carton. Involves thousands of mostly mint
having much NH as well as some used in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets having useful backup. Includes Mexico, Egypt,
Brazil, some French colonies etc. Good for assembling sellable internet lots
S.B. 1100.00
Sets and singles from B and C countries, arranged on approximately 600 cards, clearly identified by Scott catalogue number with
recent value. Large groups of items from Belgium, Brazil, Canada, and selected African, Asian, and South American countries. Mostly
post-WWII, but some pre-1940 material present. Includes both hinged and never hinged along with some used. Box concludes with
used Great Britain #57 for some reason. Much catalogue value, but hard to figure.
S.B. 1050.00

Motivating worldwide collections/accumulation from 1852 to 1991 in two cartons. Comprises thousands of mint and used stamps
in full, partial sets, singles, and some souvenir sheets having useful backup. Contains a Luxembourg collection in a Scott album to
1991, an Italy collection in a Euralbo album from 1863 to 1945 as well as two stockbooks of Italian extras, and two Scott International
remaindered albums to the 1940s. Likewise includes two custom-organized collections in two binders each on quadrille pages consisting
of France mint from 1929 to 1976, Netherlands mint and used from1852 to 1968, and a unused Scott album for Netherlands and pages
for the colonies. Recommended inspection.
S.B. 950.00
Massive worldwide accumulation from various decades of the 20th Century in seven cartons. Thousands and thousands of mixed
mint and used stamps having enormous backup in binders, folders, albums, glassines, album, stock pages, and sales cards. Spotted a
selection from Germany. Middle East. etc. Ideal for building bourse bargain or flea market boxes.
S.B. 950.00
Ten-volume worldwide collection, hinged onto clean Scott International pages and housed in nine Scott International binders and one
Scott Grand Award binder. Mostly mint, with some used, CTO, etc. Many singles and sets arranged in meticulous order. Most pages fairly
full. Mainly common and intermediate stamps with huge catalogue value. Great collection to expand further.
S.B. 900.00

Collection of eighteen very clean Scott International albums roughly from the 1880s to 1995 in six cartons. Hundreds and hundreds
of mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets. Albums run from sparse to pockets of having certain countries
appearing to contain some new issues purchased in the latter years. Certainly, well worth your time to view.
S.B. 850.00
479 / Older selection roughly from the 1890s to the 1940s in two cartons. Comprises hundreds and hundreds of mint and used stamps in
several albums, binders, glassines, several small boxes and loose having beneficial backup. Appears to be a neat concentration form the
1940s but do need examination as spot checking found some of the mint a little stuck. An interesting holding that would be a pleasure
to search and bid on.
S.B. 850.00
480 // Six cartons containing thousands and thousands of mixed mint and used stamps having plenty of backup. Involves stockbooks,
several albums, counter, album, sale pages, folders, envelopes, small boxes, glassines, and loose roughly from the late 19th Century to
various decades of the 20th Century. Ideal for constructing bourse box lots.
S.B. 750.00
481 / Fascinating worldwide selection in seven cartons. Thousands of mixed mint and used stamps in large and small stockbooks, binders,
albums, small boxes etc. roughly from the late 19th Century to the 1980s. Appears to have a preponderance of Western Europe. Includes
an interesting Germany and Area Lighthouses hingeless album from 1933 to 1945. Suitable for constructing interesting bourse bargain
boxes or for selling individually.
S.B. 750.00
482 / Scott Specialty album containing hundreds and hundreds of mainly mint but also some CTO stamps roughly from the 1960s
to 1980s in full sets, singles, and souvenir sheets. Organized A-Z in clear and black mounts appearing to be topical. Owner cataloged
material and spot checking revealed some listed as NH were not. Difficult to calculate and must be viewed page by page to come up
with the right number. Well worth your time.
S.B. 700.00
483

Two binders containing mostly booklets from 1927 to the 1980s. Roughly 100 booklets from Great Britain, Canada, Germany,
Netherlands, some British colonies etc. Already identified and cataloged using a several year-old catalog. Ranges from several “better”
to common. Also includes a small selection of Canadian booklet panes from both Georges.
S.B. 650.00
484 / Carton containing seven groupings of general foreign material, with some items identified by Scott catalogue number. Includes
(1) a British West Indies hoard on stockpages, (2) a box of used and unused U.S. postal stationery, (3) a worldwide foreign collection
hinged on blank pages, (4) a stockbook of classic British issues with mild duplication, (5) a box of glassines with common used and
mint stamps organized by country, and (6) a box of old sales pages with items from Belgian Congo and French colonies. Also has (7)
a few stockpages with genuine or questionable classic issues. Many stamps identified by Scott catalogue number. Great lot for internet
or show dealer.
S.B. 650.00
485 / Terrific collections in one medium carton. Comprises a PRC Minkus album from 1949-1980 having around 100 mostly mint stamps
with reprints, a France Schaubek hingeless album from 1849 to 1939 having several hundred mainly mint stamps, a West Germany
Davo hingeless album from the 1940s to the 1970s having hundreds of mint stamps, and four four row two-sided black stock pages
having around 75 used Saxony stamps needing examination for condition. All have been cataloged using a several year old catalog
which should be used only as reference. An eclectic lot.
S.B. 600.00
486 / Intriguing collection of over seven hundred different non Scott listed items mounted on homemade pages. All 19th to early 20th
century and includes telegraphs, locals, private posts, etc. from about thirty-seven countries.
S.B. 600.00
478

/
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/
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/
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/
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/
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/

494

/

495

/

496

/

497

498
499

500
501
502

Fascinating worldwide assortment in one carton. Hundreds and hundreds of mainly mint stamps but also includes used in full, partial
sets, and singles in fourteen folders on quadrille or blank pages nicely mounted concentrated in the 1960s to 1970s. Most of the focus
involves British colonies and Western Europe. Terrific offering which will add some nice material to your worldwide collection.
S.B. 550.00
A skinny stockbook of many hundred with only a little duplication. Strong in Europe. Loads of classics and essentially ends at about
1950. Huge catalog total offered cheaply.
S.B. 550.00
A-U mainly mint souvenir sheet and large piece assortment from the 1950s to the 1990s in a medium carton. Incorporates British
colonies, Latin America, Europe etc. having topicals. Already identified, priced, and organized to sell on the internet. Recommended
viewing.
S.B. 550.00
Dealer’s bonanza! Hundreds and hundreds of glassines containing many thousands of mint and used singles and sets. Most glassines
marked with Scott catalogue number, value, and quantity. Wide variety of countries and time periods. Plenty of duplication. Some pockets
of surprising value. Good profits available at our estimate.
S.B. 550.00
Dealer assortment roughly from the mid-20th Century to the 1990s. Entails dozens and dozens of souvenir sheets and large items
as well as Russia on sales cards in two black box stock. Inspection required to come up with a comfortable number. Beneficial to the
right market.
S.B. 550.00
Our consigner took all the “big stamps” out of a huge world wide accumulation. These turned out to be 95% souvenir sheets.
Even the good ones. Mainly mint many NH. Mixed, but better than usual condition. Noticed a White Plains sheet and other big ticket
items, but the bulk is common topicals. We thought about a resort, but not for very long. Maybe a couple thousand in two plastic tubs
filling a large carton. Plenty of $5 through $100 items to glean on your resort.
S.B. 550.00
Red box containing over 500 #102 cards having mostly different mint stamps but also used in complete sets, singles, or some blocks
of four. Ranging from the 1920s to the 1980s organized nicely by areas. Comprises British Commonwealth, Asia, Eastern, Western
Europe, Africa, Central, South American and a wee bit of US. Already identified and priced using several years old catalog. Nice clean
lot waiting to go home with you.
S.B. 500.00
Accumulation of worldwide singles and sets, identified and housed on clean sales pages. MNH, MH, and used. Pockets of value
in Canada, Great Britain, United States (including Hawaii), French area, and Scandinavia. Needs an expert’s eye to weed out some
forgeries and correct a few mislabeled items. Condition mixed, but many attractive, sound stamps present. Very saleable material.
S.B. 500.00
An exciting accumulation of singles, sets, souvenir sheets, and covers. Includes expertized items. Pockets of value in many European
countries, especially Spain, Germany, France, and Portugal. Many useful items, but some stamps have faults, toning, spotting, and other
damage. Occasional forgeries and misidentification. Zeppelin postcard and two volumes of often damaged U.S. event covers/FDC’s. A
treasure for the right individual.
S.B. 500.00
A carton of six country-specific groupings. Includes a binder of various post-1950 French commemoratives and semipostals in
sheets; a box of MNH Israeli stamps in multiples from the 1960s; an intermediate collection of Belgian stamps, 1849-1966, mint and
used, hinged and in mounts; an assortment of French definitives, commemoratives, and BOB from nineteenth and twentieth centuries;
a general U.S. lot focusing on basic issues of the early twentieth century; and a box full of approximately 10,000 mainly post-WWII
German-area stamps packed into small glassines. Worth viewing.
S.B. 475.00

Two-box foreign collector’s bonanza. Worldwide collections, partial collections, and miscellaneous. Strong presence of British
Commonwealth, 1960’s-1980’s, hinged or mounted on Scott, Harris, or homemade pages, with many complete sets. Colorful modern
Pacific region accumulations from Solomon Islands, Marshall Islands, Palau, Micronesia, etc. Fairly full Scott album of Germany and
area, 1872-1969. File folder containing reprint sheets of various German Zeppelin stamps, along with sheets of some Czechoslovakian
cinderellas. Remaindered partial collections, especially Indonesia, Jordan, Morocco, and Luxembourg. Also has stockbooks of alphabetically arranged MNH, MH, and used singles, sets, and souvenir sheets from many countries. Overall much topical material. Offered
cheaply.
S.B. 450.00
/ Grouping of ten worldwide mini-collections, various years. MNH, MH, and used. Strong presence of British Caribbean, especially Bermuda. Better accumulations of Egypt and Abu Dhabi. Contains a binder of MNH Austria, 1969-1985. Ideal for breakdown.
S.B. 450.00
/ Thousands and thousands of mixed mint and used stamps having plenty of backup in three of our largest cartons. Involves
worldwide roughly from the late 19th Century to the 1970s mainly in stock, manila, albums pages in folders, and several stockbooks.
Also includes a large concentration of mainly used Saar, Switzerland, Norway, and Germany 3N-8N. Set up for easy processing into
box lots or for selling by the carton. Worthy of your inspection.
S.B. 450.00
/ Old “new issues” and folder collections from the stock and backstock of a now closed Midwest store filling three cartons. Seven
pizza size boxes of semi sorted new issues and probably a couple dozen folder collection are the highlights. Totally unsearched and
ready for the internet recycler to do their thing.
S.B. 425.00
/ Eight cartons involving thousands of mint and used mainly worldwide stamps in binders and albums having plenty of backup.
Ranging from the late 19th Century to the roughly the 1980s this holding has an abundant amount of material to either sell by the unit
or by the box. Profits await if purchased for the right number.
S.B. 400.00
// Assortment congregated in twelve cartons. Involves hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps in six Minkus Master
Global albums to 1995, three Harris Senior Statesmen to the early 1990s and one well known promotion album of Russia from the 1980s
to 1992 all sparse but serviceable ready to be filled. Also includes subscription items, golden replicates, common FDCs and commercial
covers from the 1980s,1990s and shoeboxes filled with thousands of common worldwide stamps in glassines having backup. Needs
inspection to come up with a comfortable number.
S.B. 400.00
/
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Small box containing 41 salescards filled with worldwide high-catalogue sets and singles. MH, MNH, and used. Condition varies, with most F-VF. An expert’s eye is required for proper evaluation of some items from countries such as post-WWII Germany and
Berlin, Hungary, and Iran.
S.B. 400.00
504 / Bulging Scott 1937 Modern Stamp album containing thousands of mixed mint and used stamps from roughly the late 19th Century
to the 1940s. Album is so chubby that it has burst its seams having extra sheets of paper and stamps loose in the seams. An unusual
original holding that might bring a permanent smile to your face after viewing.
S.B. 400.00
505 / Dealer’s stock of inexpensive and intermediate worldwide singles and sets. On sales cards and in glassines. Large pockets of eastern
Europe, France, Germany, Liechtenstein, and Luxembourg. Holding fills one shoebox and two red boxes. Can be broken down for stock
or used to make small lots for bourses or internet sales.
S.B. 375.00
506 / Fourteen Scott International albums in three cartons. Hundreds and hundreds of partial, full sets, and singles roughly from the 1880s
to the 1970s. Albums run from pockets of countries to sparsely populated. Offered appropriately.
S.B. 375.00
507 / Selection in three cartons from various decades of the 20th Century. Contains hundreds and hundreds of mixed common mint and
used stamps in general world and country albums of which several are remaindered, stockbooks, and folders having plenty of backup.
Good for bargain bourse boxes.
S.B. 375.00
508 / Four Scott remaindered albums containing hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, and singles
in a carton. Involves two “brownies” for the 19th Century, 20th Century 1901-1920 and a two-volume Scott ‘brownie like’ both having
loose bidings and pages. Plenty of older stamps to wet your philatelic whistle. Take a glance
S.B. 350.00
509 / Disorganized accumulation with potential. Binders, partial collections, files of sheets, and glassines from (in approximate order
of value) Vatican City, Russia, United Nations, Europe, British Commonwealth, and Japan. Some U.S. and Canadian postage. Some
covers and postcards. Pockets of value obscured by piles of common material. Useful hoard for dealer or collector with patience and
imagination.
S.B. 350.00
510 / Slim, 16-page stockbook filled with classic issues from mainly European countries with some U.S., Asia, and Africa. A bit haphazardly arranged. Condition varies, but primarily F-VF. M, MNH, and used, lightly canceled. Pages or sets priced but not identified
according to catalogue number.
S.B. 350.00
511 // Tail end of a large mainly large consignment in six heavy cartons. Mainly runoff from a large cover operation where these were left
over stamps and collections gleaned from other purchases. Includes: albums, mint UN face and year sets, loose and semi sorted stamps
in envelopes, glassines, stockbooks, packets, and folder collections. As these were extraneous to the cover operation so anything could
be in here. A quick look noted mainly common packet stamps with an occasional, but unemotional, surprise. Take a look. It may satisfy
your hunter’s urge. Could be fun!
S.B. 325.00
512 / Worldwide singles and sets on stockpages. Thousands of mostly intermediate stamps housed on 54 Vario pages. MNH, MH, and used.
All stamps identified according to Scott catalogue and roughly organized according to country. Some duplication. Condition mixed.
Could fill many spots in a general collection. Needs careful examination to come up with the right number.
S.B. 325.00
513 / A medium size box containing a couple thousand on salespages, stockpages, in glassines etc.. Many mint or used sets throughout.
Very mixed up so, sorting will be required.
S.B. 300.00
514 / Thousands and thousands of mixed mint and used stamps having enormous backup in three cartons. Comprises mainly Scandinavia having lots of Sweden as well as Norway, Denmark, Finland, and miscellaneous worldwide from the late 19th Century to the
1980s. Stamps will be in stock books, pages, glassines, counter pages, sales cards, small boxes, and loose. Perfect for selling on the
internet is small quantities or for adding to a mixture.
S.B. 300.00
515 / APS retired circuit books. Over 120 partially remaindered from the last 20 years or so. World wide in nature with intermediate
and “better” stamps interspersed. Probable huge aggregate catalog in better than usual condition. A whole library of these things ready
for a new viewing.
S.B. 300.00
516

Older worldwide souvenir sheet accumulation from the 1930s to early 1950s in a pizza-size box. Roughly 75 mint mainly different
both small and medium size sheets having a good variety but are most are toned from storage mainly in a old small book and several
have slight folds or digs on their edges. Inspection necessary to see if this lot would be a candidate for completion of your worldwide
collection.
S.B. 280.00
517 / Eight-volume Scott International collection, 19th century to 1970’s, packed into two cartons. Pages appear to be present in general and in clean condition; binders are somewhat worn. Has a fair amount of stamps scattered throughout the eight volumes. Slightly
remaindered. Good starting point for a worldwide collection.
S.B. 260.00
518 // Eclectic selection in four cartons. Entails roughly 300 Lithuania FDCs in eight binders form the 1990s to 2000s and hundreds of loose
commercial covers from the same era. Likewise includes six stockbooks containing mainly Germany mint and used stamps, covers from
the 1940s to the 1980s. having backup. Also involves a 1960 World Refugee Year former bronze exhibit from 2008 Lithpex in Chicago
having mostly mint blocks of four and FDCs in two binders.
S.B. 250.00
519 / Small carton of better leftovers from a small consignment. Highlights include: small mainly mint collections of French Polynesia,
South Georgia, Papua New Guinea. All three are modern and each has a few full sets, mostly 1970-1990. Plus a stack of other mint
modern stuff that appears to be part of some period new issue buying. Useful for stock or collection.
S.B. 250.00
520 / Six old Minkus Supreme Global albums with stamps to the mid-1960s. Although albums are sparse in places; still hundreds and
hundreds of mint and used stamps in partial, full sets, and singles. Albums are a little funky but still useful for filling up all with your
loose stamps. Take a look.
S.B. 250.00
521 / Four binders packed with partially catalogued sets and singles, along with pages of loosely organized country lots and random
mixes of modern mint and used. Significant presence of Sweden, Netherlands, and Norway; some interesting items from Russia, Spain,
and Thailand. A good lot to tidy up and build upon.
S.B. 240.00
522

Worldwide booklet assortment from the 1950s to the 1980s in a medium pizza-size box. Roughly between 100 to 200 booklets
having a British Commonwealth flavor An entertaining lot to sort and to resell.
S.B. 200.00
503

/
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524

/

525

/

526

/

527

/

Five remaindered worldwide albums and four stockbooks in one carton. Comprises hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used
stamps running roughly from the late 19th Century to the 1970s having backup. Super candidates for a Nickel Land or for selling by
the unit.
S.B. 190.00
Three carton leftovers from a small consignment. Embraces two cartons of used supplies, a carton of world wide duplicates with
some intermediate value Germany, and a tube of (repro?) WWII patriotic posters.
S.B. 180.00
Mainly pre-1920 worldwide A-Z collection made up of pages cut out from an old German album and placed in page protectors.
Somewhat disorganized. Condition is above average, with some dubious. Very comprehensive and a wonderful start in a popular mode
of collecting.
S.B. 110.00
Three heavy cartons of on and off paper mix saved over the years by an old time dealer. Pockets of better grade stuff to soak and
sort mixed in with the mundane. Includes: unsorted large bags, semi sorted glassines, and small boxes of miscellaneous. What fun!
S.B. 100.00
One-volume compilation of Scott International pages, pre-1950 and in random order. Mostly basic MH and used singles and sets
carefully hinged on clean pages. Some pages fairly full. Binder in serviceable condition. Offered cheaply.
S.B. 75.00

COVER ACCUMULATIONS
United States
528 /FDC Selection of a several hundred US FDC Souvenir Pages that the owner has meticulously cataloged. What are they really worth in
the secondary market?
Owner’s Catalog 9300.00
529 /FDC Another outstanding selection of US FDCs (This time around13,000) from a large personal collection in five heavy cartons. Mainly
1980-2002. Organized by year, issue and cachet maker, mainly unaddressed and cacheted. Not your usual mix. All the goodies are
included. Condition is better than usually found with a few handling marks, paperclip marks, and rubber band indentations. Gamm,
Artcraft, Collins, Doris Gold, Ham, Tudor House, Mystic, Reader’s Digest, Bazaar, Artmaster, Colorano, etc.. all included. Fun to view
and recycle. Surprises to be found.
S.B. 1200.00
530

Extraordinary cover selection from the 1830s to the 1960s in a file drawer. Over 500 comprising categories of Stampless (around 40),
Advertising, mint, used postal cards, Doanes, Canal Zone, First Flights, Military, Zeppelin Related, Rockets, and Space (also includes
some worldwide). Most were saved for their exceptional condition. Nicely organized, sleeved, and priced. A cover afficando will love
this lot. Check it out.
S.B. 950.00
531

Useful group of approximately 300 priced, sleeved commercial and event covers, with a good number of postal cards. 1850 to
1991. Value is in postal history; includes quite a few common FDCs. Readily saleable.
S.B. 900.00
532 /FDC Assortment of approximately 650 FDCs, first flight, event, commercial covers, postal stationery, and postcards in eight binders
or albums around from the 1870s to the 1992. Offers some fantastic postal history. Slow viewing recommended.
S.B. 850.00
533 /FDC Another selection of US FDCs (nearly 11,000) from a large personal collection in five heavy cartons. Mainly 1960-1999. Organized
by year, issue and cachet maker, mainly unaddressed and cacheted. Pretty much common mix. Just a few goodies are included. Condition as usually found with handling marks, toning, paperclip marks, and rubber band indentations. Artmaster, Artcraft, Fleetwood,
Collins,,Colorano, etc. included. Fun to view and recycle. Some interesting matched sets “Birds and Flowers” etc. Take a look.
S.B. 850.00
534

Outstanding selection of US FDCs (nearly 7,000) from a large personal collection in five heavy cartons. Mainly 1960-1979. Organized by year, issue and cachet maker, mainly unaddressed and cacheted. Not your usual mix. All the goodies are included. Condition
as usually found with handling marks, toning, paperclip marks, and rubber band indentations. Flugel, hand painted, Artcraft, Collins,
Doris Gold, Farnum, Artmaster,Colorano, etc.. all included. Fun to view and recycle. Surprises to be found.
S.B. 700.00
535 /FDC Outstanding selection of US FDCs (nearly 6,500) from a large personal collection. Mainly 1940-1969. Organized by year, issue and
cachet maker, mainly unaddressed and cacheted. Not your usual mix. Most all the goodies are included. Condition as usually found
with handling marks, toning, paper clip marks, a few address labels, and rubber band indentations. Flugel, hand painted, Artcraft, Boll,
Crosby, George, etc.. all included. Fun to view and recycle. Surprises abound.
S.B. 700.00
536
FDC
Over 7,500 common cacheted and noncacheted unaddressed, addressed FDCs and event covers starting in 1938 but having a
strong concentration from the 1960s to 2011 in seven cartons. Mostly nicely organized in smaller boxes. Perfect candidates for selling
in groups on the internet or for making bargain boxes.
S.B. 550.00
537 /FDC All the leftovers from a large US FDC consignment. The good, bad, and ugly that would not fit easily in the other lots. Highlights
include: a handful of East Coast auction lots that seemed to bring heavy bidding at some time in the past, at least a hundred or two
Collins FDCs of various years, postal stationery, some postal history covers, US FDCs addressed and unaddressed 1965-2002, and all
the unclassified and misclassified items from the consignment. One large carton with over 1,200 items. Should be looked at in person
before bidding.
S.B. 325.00
538 /FDC Southern United States accumulation in two large cartons. Owner’s count of approximately 3,600 FDCs, Event covers, and postal
stationery having about have addressed from the 1940s to 1990s with a concentration in the 1960s to 1980s. Includes Virginia, West
Virginia, Arkansas, Delaware, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maryland, Mississippi, North, South Carolina, Georgia, Alabama, Arkansas, and
Washington DC. Great for a regional collector.
S.B. 300.00
539

Postal card selection from the 1880s to the 1970s in two cartons. Hundreds and hundreds of postally used and unused cards in thirteen
binders having backup. Organization includes Railway Post Office, Navy ship cancels, rate changes, foreign destination, varieties, and
postal history. A fascinating and unusual offering for the postal card afficando.
S.B. 300.00
540 /FDC Four cartons having roughly 2,500 all unaddressed FDCs from the 1930s to 2004. The best is in two binders. Also includes Post
Office Souvenir Pages from 1972 to 1996 having over 800 in ten binders. Includes most of the high value stamps with 1909a and golden
replaces and subscription items. Very clean lot; ready for resale.
S.B. 300.00
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542 /FDC
543 /FDC

544 /FDC
545 /FDC
546



547



548



549



550



551



552 /FDC

End of the line cover, postal stationery, and picture postcard group of around 120 different items. This bunch contains individual
and small groups of items that did not make it as singles lots, had no apparent group to belong to, or were leftovers after lotting. Exciting, eclectic, and high catalog group that will appeal to many bidders.
S.B. 250.00
Over 400 cacheted and noncacheted FDCs, ship cancelled, naval covers, and postcards mostly from the 1930s to 2009 in four
cover albums. Runs from common to interesting. Nice selection and variety.
S.B. 250.00
Various FDC’s, single stamps, plate number blocks, and blocks of four, 1929-1968. Two albums of 1938-1939 Presidential Issue,
including coils and one-, two-, and five-dollar values, on FDC’s with or without cachets. Also has mint or used plate blocks of individual
stamps. One album of 1940 Famous American Issues with MNH singles and FDC’s featuring blocks of four or plate blocks. Also has
five albums of miscellaneous cacheted or uncacheted FDC’s, 1929-1968. Covers throughout are addressed or unaddressed. Over 600
covers, over 120 stamps. All albums are in great condition; most covers are clean and attractive; stamps are F-VF. Nicely set up for easy
processing.
S.B. 200.00
Space Manned assortment in a medium box. Owner’s approximate count of 470 cacheted covers of which 60% Apollo 8, 11-17,
ASTP and 40% Skylab having backup. Involves Mission dates, FDCs, and Events from the 1960s to 1970s. Good for collection filler
or for resale.
S.B. 200.00
Collecting postal history on a shoestring budget from the 1920s to the 1990s in seven cartons. Comprises hundreds and hundreds
of common commercial, FDCs, and postcards having a topical theme organized in binders. Needs to be passed on to a new home.
S.B. 170.00
Accumulation of over 280 submarine covers mostly from the 1930’s and 1940’s along with about 380 machine cancel covers. Everything is sleeved, priced and identified ready to put out on your bourse table.
S.B. 150.00
Three cartons of mainly postal stationery that were found in two trunks. Includes unused and postally used from the 1880s to the
1990s having still plenty of useful stationery to still used for your mail. Also involves some subscription items, event covers, personal
mail from the owner, and miscellany. Offered to tempt you.
S.B. 150.00
Around 70 mainly different university and some pro basketball coaches autographed FDCs mainly on 1991 Basketball Centennial
covers. Includes Mike Krzyzewski, Duke, Joey Meyer, DePaul, John Thompson, Georgetown, Rick Piteno, Kentucky, Jerry Tarkinson,
Nevada, Bobby Knight, Indiana, Larry Bird, Celtics, Phil Jackson, Bulls, Pat Riley, Knicks etc. All on pages having typed information identifying person and either university or pro connection. Some minor soiling from age or storage but an unusual holding.
S.B. 140.00
Around fifty covers and postal stationery from the 1850s to the 1930s. About fifteen covers are to William M Meredith an American
lawyer and politician, having condition problems but still interesting postal history. Checking this lot out could make it especially for
you.
S.B. 130.00
Powell Brothers Livestock Emporium Shadeland, Crawford County Pennsylvania cover selection in a medium pizza size box.
Around twenty-five mainly advertising covers from the 1890s. Contains both mailed from and mailed to cover nicely mounted in a
folder. Also comes with the 2007 published postal history soft cover book by Norman Cohen.
S.B. 100.00
Two banker boxes of postal stationery roughly from the 1880s to the late 20th Century. Comprises twelve binders of unused and
postally used stationery having one containing some better. Get on your prospector gear to mine some of the nuggets that might be
found. This lot could be specially for you.
S.B. 100.00
Civil War mostly cacheted FDCs, Event covers, and postcards in a medium box. Owner’s approximate count of 500 ranging from
the 1930s to the 1980s having most form the 1950s to 1970s. Interesting topical.
S.B. 100.00

553

United States Possessions

Hawaii unused postal cards from the 1890s. Comprises twelve cards in above average condition nicely sleeved and priced having
excellent variety. A delightful group.
S.B. 120.00

554

United Nations
FDC
Seventeen scarce Staehle 1st day covers made exclusively for Terins Stamp Co. of NYC. Includes both UN and US frankings.
S.B. 600.00

United States and General Foreign
555 /FDC Fantastic assortment from 1870 to the 1980s in a file drawer. Roughly 600 commerical covers, FDCs, postal stationery, and postcards.
About 85% are worldwide and 15% are US. Encompasses categories of US Inauguration, miscellaneous, British colonies, Eastern,
Western Europe, France and colonies, Germany, Austria, South, Central America, Asia and Africa. Many were saved for their exceptional
condition which are nicely organized, sleeved, and priced. Viewing this lot will be enjoyable.
S.B. 1000.00
556 /FDC Twenty-four of our largest cartons containing roughly 24,000 common FDCs, commercial, and event covers from various decades
of the 20th Century. Plenty of material to staff a fifty cents table or for building bourse bargain lots. Pound for pound a fun lot.
S.B. 1000.00
557

Selection from 1918 to 1985 in one medium carton. Approximately two hundred mainly US. First flight cacheted covers, FDCs,
event, and some commercial covers. Sprinkled throughout are some worldwide first flight mainly from the Pacific. An assortment that
will bring a grin on your face after viewing.
S.B. 800.00
558 /FDC Thought-provoking accumulation in seven cartons from various periods of the 20th Century with the later decades well represented. One and half cartons are worldwide stamps that want to join their cover brothers and sisters are coming along for the ride.
Thousands of mainly common commercial cover, FDCs, postal stationery, and postcards having an American flavor. Roughly 1/3 are
picture postcards. Examination required as you might find some surprises. After extraction of the useful material, the rest would make
great fireplace fodder.
S.B. 500.00
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559 /FDC Dealer’s accumulation in eleven cartons. Thousands of mainly common FDCs, commercial covers, postal stationery, and subscription
items roughly from the usually encountered decades of the 20th Century. Super material for stocking a fifty-cent cover table. Viewing
needed to come up with the right number.
S.B. 450.00
560

Assortment of mainly postally used postal reply cards from the 1880s to 1970. Hundreds of United States cards having many
fascinating international cancels as well as worldwide from Western Europe. An old holding that has been tuck away for decades. Well
worth viewing.
S.B. 400.00
561 /FDC Three cartons having several thousand Event and FDCs from the 1940s to the 1990s. Spotted a 1939 baseball FDC, Fluegels,
Coloranos etc. About 35% are worldwide. Appears to be from an unorganized collector’s closet. Take a look as priced to move.
S.B. 270.00
562

An eclectic assembly of 16 United States and Foreign covers offered as received. Take a look at the 16 images and make up your
own mind.
S.B. 100.00
563 /FDC Accumulation of owner’s count of approximately 1,450 covers from 1917 to 1990 in one carton. Includes FDCs, Event, commercial
covers, and postal stationery. Offered appropriately.
S.B. 30.00
British
564 /FDC Selection of several hundred FDCs, commercial covers, postal stationery in three binders from the 1860s to the 1970s. Involves
fascinating British, Bermuda, Australia etc. Inspection recommended.
S.B. 250.00
General Foreign
565 /FDC Outstanding worldwide accumulation in seven cartons from the 1870s to the 1990s. Roughly 4,000 FDCs, commercial, Event, First
Flight, Paquebot covers, and postal stationery. The majority are from Scandinavia having about half Sweden postal stationery but also
includes Austria a binder of postal stationery plus miscellaneous. Check it out as it’s a fascinating offering.
S.B. 950.00
566 /FDC Assortment of roughly 500 worldwide FDCs, event, commercial, airmail covers, and maxim cards in seven binders roughly from
the 1930s to the 1970s. Contains mostly Western Europe including Germany, France, Vatican, and Scandinavia. A potpourri to flavor.
S.B. 850.00
567

All the loose covers from the “Hawk Eye” estate in a large carton. Put together from several boxes hidden in the estate. Each cover
was saved for a reason, but never made it to his main collection. Mainly Europe before 1960, with an emphasis on German Area. Mixed
condition. Most are easy dollar table covers, but enough are good enough to be sleeved and priced. Plenty of sleepers which could be
marketed individually on the internet. Huge aggregate catalog with just a few dogs. Clean and ready for pricing and recycling. Probably more than 1,500 different covers when all is said and done. Lots to like in a cover lot like this.
S.B. 700.00
568

Useful group of priced, sleeved commercial and event covers, with a few postcards. Includes approximately 250 mostly Europe,
19th century to 1980s. Readily saleable
S.B. 600.00
569 /FDC Assortment of approximately 600 Europe FDCs, first flight, commercial covers, postal stationery, and postcards in ten binders
or albums roughly from the 1880s to the 1970s. Includes Germany, DDR, Austria, Switzerland, France and colonies.
S.B. 500.00
570 /FDC Thousands of FDCs, postcards, and covers in four banker boxes.. Many are new issue FDCs from the FDC of the Month Club and
a preponderance United Nations issues running for several decades from the early 1980s to 1996. Also includes European postcards
particularly a selection of Denmark Royalty from the early 1900s to the 1970s, France etc. Plenty of potential at a suggested bid.
S.B. 425.00
571

Small hoard of foreign covers 1930-1950. Around 200 different mainly from Europe where Luxembourg, Germany, and Israel are
best. Extremely mixed condition with poor storage being the culprit. Best are the ten relatively common Zeppelin Flight covers shown
in the webphotos.
S.B. 250.00
572 /FDC Donation accumulation from a Catholic religious order of two packed banker boxes of roughly 1,500 commercial covers and FDCs
mainly from the 1950s to the 1990s. Includes mostly worldwide but also some US.. Has a concentration from the Vatican which should
be expected. A bonus for a “hot” dollar table.
S.B. 150.00
573 // Small hoard of British area covers, especially Pacific region. Includes two used Australian sets (Scott #177-179), Pitcairn Islands
Scott 1-8, and a partial pane of GB Scott #264. Covers are clean, attractive. Accumulation includes 1950-era event covers, commercial
covers, a Paquebot item, a cover with a bisected stamp, FDCs, etc. Offered cheaply.
S.B. 110.00
574

Postal stationery, foreign reply cards, lot of 30 from an accumulation of 1970s era Higgins and Gage auction lots. Contains both
severed singles and unsevered dual usages mainly from 1898-1920. Interesting destinations and markings. Mostly German Area with
the best one from the Marshal Islands (Jalutt 1905). Cleaner than usual and of interest to specialists.
S.B. 100.00
575
576
577

578

German Areas

Useful group of priced and sleeved commercial and event covers and postcards. Includes approximately 300 WWII era, occupied
Germany, early West and East Germany, along with Berlin. All priced and sleeved. Readily saleable.
S.B. 1350.00

Useful group of priced, sleeved commercial and event covers, along with postcards. Includes approximately 225 German Offices,
1920s inflation, WWII-era Germany, Danzig, Bohemia, and Saar. Readily saleable
S.B. 800.00

Small group of sixteen early Germany covers 1868-1875. Includes North German Confederation (10) and early Eagles and Shields
(6). Some are common but, many are better usages. Mixed condition with many faults. Still an interesting small postal history selection.
S.B. 120.00
German States Baden

Seven German States Baden covers from the Classic period 1860-1875. Interesting markings and destinations. Plenty of faults,
folds. Tears, missing parts of backs, folds, etc. Good small postal history group with webphotos of them of all.
S.B. 50.00
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579

580

581

German States Hanover

Eight different Hanover covers from the Classic period 1858-1870. Includes interesting markings and destinations. Most if not all
of the covers have small and not so small faults precluding them from singles listing. Better than usual grouping. See the web photos.
S.B. 100.00
German States Prussia

Five German States, Prussia covers from the Classic period 1850-1870. Interesting markings and destinations. Two uprated postal
stationery pieces, a strip of three with a railroad cancel, and a straight line Teupitz cancel are the highlights. Plenty of faults, folds.
Tears, missing parts of backs, folds, stains, etc. Good small postal history group with webphotos of them of all.
S.B. 60.00
German States Wurrtemberg

Twelve German States covers from the Classic period 1850-1875. Bavaria (5) and Wurttemberg (7). Interesting markings and destinations. Mostly folded envelopes without letters. A couple of uprated postal stationery. Plenty of faults, folds, tears, missing parts of
backs, folds, stains, etc. Good postal history group with webphotos of them of all.
S.B. 50.00

Germany
582 /FDC Around 1500 Germany covers mostly from 1945-1978. About 1/3 are pre 1950 some showing “Zone” usage with the rest FDC
1956-1979, event, and a few first flight covers. Mainly dollar covers with enough better to consider a thorough search through the pile
of cover albums and small box of loose.
S.B. 600.00
583

Around 1400 Germany Post WWII covers 1946-1949. No commemorative stamps only definitives on cover from all areas of occupations. Includes Berlin, French Zone, British and US Zones. Many plain old ordinary covers with nuggets here and there. Perfect
place to prospect for interesting postal history of this tumultuous period.
S.B. 600.00
584

Just over 300 “Gebuhr Bezahlt” covers from after WWII. From 1945-1950 most in the 1945-1947 period. From all over Germany
to a well known Relief Agency. A myriad of different markings from mundane to very unusual. Take a long look, but the webphotos
help.
S.B. 200.00
585

586

Great Britain

Seven Great Britain covers from the Classic period 1879-1885. Interesting markings and destinations. Three West India mail via San
Francisco from Manchester using #70, England to Mexico. A couple to Hamburg. Plenty of faults, folds, tears, missing parts of backs,
folds, stains, etc. Good postal history group with webphotos of them of all.
S.B. 250.00
Italian States

Eleven Italy and Italian States covers from the Classic period 1850-1875. Interesting markings and destinations. Plenty of faults,
folds. Tears, missing parts of backs, folds, stains, etc. Good postal history group with webphotos of them of all.
S.B. 100.00

Peoples Republic of China
587 /FDC Approximately eleven hundred mostly FDC’s along with maxim cards and souvenir folders from the mid 1980’s through the
1990’s. Looks to be all different. All very clean.
S.B. 500.00
588
589

590

Poland

General Government interesting selection from 1941-44 in a pizza-size box. Comprises roughly sixty covers of which 45% are
mainly thematic Hitler-Mussolini etc. postal cards and 55% are other covers, postal cards, German Fieldpost etc. Good variety offering
a snapshot of this tragic time in Polish philately. A historical, though-provoking lot.
S.B. 350.00

Balloon. glider, helicopter, rocket, cover selection from 1958-1967 offering a good variety. Roughly 110 mostly different balloon
covers consisting of about 70% in a collection in Scott binder and mounted nicely on pages having identifying information. The remaining 30% are mainly a former topical exhibit in a binder with information consisting of eleven balloons, eight gliders, two helicopters
and three rockets as well some extras. An infrequent encountered cover lot.
S.B. 300.00
South Africa

Angolan Border Mail fourteen frame cover exhibit from 1975 to 1984 that won a silver in 1986 in South Africa. Consists of roughly
280 covers that are identified with all the pertinent information. All includes some neat ephemera. Very difficult to find and to assembly
in today’s market. Needs to be remounted which will make this an outstanding exhibit to win a higher medal.
S.B. 700.00

591

Spain


592

Tonga


Six different Spain covers from the Classic period 1850-1865. Includes interesting markings and destinations. Most if not all of the
covers have small and not so small faults precluding them from singles listing. Better than usual grouping. See the webphotos.
S.B. 100.00
Eleven Tin Can Canoe Mail covers from 1934 to 1970. Consists of ten from 1934 to 1944 (one large 1937 has a vertical one-inch
tear from bottom) and one from 1970. Nice compact lot.
S.B. 100.00
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